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CAmong the most fundamental results in the area of perceptual clas-

sification are the ‘‘correlated facilitation” and ‘‘filtering interfer-
ence” effects observed in Garner’s (1974) speeded categorization
tasks: In the case of integral-dimension stimuli, relative to a con-
trol task, single-dimension classification is faster when there is cor-
related variation along a second dimension, but slower when there
is orthogonal variation that cannot be filtered out (e.g., by atten-
tion). These fundamental effects may result from participants’
use of a trial-by-trial bypass strategy in the control and correlated
tasks: The observer changes the previous category response when-
ever the stimulus changes, and maintains responses if the stimulus
repeats. Here we conduct modified versions of the Garner tasks
that eliminate the availability of a pure bypass strategy. The funda-
mental facilitation and interference effects remain, but are still lar-
gely explainable in terms of pronounced sequential effects in all
tasks. We develop sequence-sensitive versions of exemplar-
retrieval and decision-bound models aimed at capturing the
detailed, trial-by-trial response-time distribution data. The models
combine assumptions involving: (i) strengthened perceptual/
memory representations of stimuli that repeat across consecutive
trials, and (ii) a bias to change category responses on trials in which
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the stimulus changes. These models can predict our observed
effects and provide a more complete account of the underlying
bases of performance in our modified Garner tasks.
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1. Introduction

A classic distinction in perceptual and cognitive psychology is the one between integral versus sep-
arable dimensions (Garner, 1974; Shepard, 1964). Integral dimensions are those that combine into rel-
atively unanalyzable wholes; well-known examples of stimuli composed of integral dimensions are
colors varying in their brightness and saturation. By contrast, separable dimensions are highly analyz-
able and remain psychologically distinct when in combination; an example would be a set of geomet-
ric forms varying in their shape and brightness.

Although a variety of converging operations provide support for the fundamental distinction
between integral versus separable dimensions, in this research our focus is on the classic set of
speeded-categorization tasks introduced by Garner (1974; Garner & Felfoldy, 1970). These tasks
involve manipulations of the structure of the categories in which stimuli are to be classified. As
reviewed below, dramatically different patterns of results are observed when the Garner tasks are
tested with integral versus separable dimensions. Indeed, performance in these tasks provides an
important testing ground for the ability of alternative models to capture the nature of human percep-
tual classification.

The major conditions in Garner’s battery of tasks are depicted in the top panel of Fig. 1. In all cases,
subjects classify stimuli into one of two categories, A and B, with class membership defined by a stim-
ulus’s value along a single relevant dimension. In addition, in some tasks, the stimuli also vary along a
second dimension. In the control (sometimes called baseline) task, there are only two stimuli, one
assigned to Category A and the other to Category B. The stimuli vary along only the single relevant
dimension, with no variation along a second dimension. In the correlated task, there are again only
two stimuli that vary along the relevant dimension, but now the stimuli also vary in redundant fashion
along the second dimension. Finally, in the filtering task, any one of four stimuli may be presented. A
single dimension is again relevant for classifying the stimuli, but now values along the irrelevant
dimension vary in orthogonal fashion from the relevant-dimension variation. Hence, variation on
the irrelevant dimension should be ignored in the filtering task.

A robust finding is that, compared to the control condition, categorization of integral-dimension
stimuli is faster in the correlated condition and slower in the filtering condition (Biederman &
Checkosky, 1970; Egeth, 1967; Garner, 1969, 1974; Garner & Felfoldy, 1970; Lockhead, 1966a,
1966b). By contrast, response times (RTs) for categorizing separable-dimension stimuli are roughly
invariant across the three conditions. These effects of facilitation in the correlated task (also called
redundancy gain) and interference in the filtering task have been demonstrated with a wide variety
of integral-dimension stimuli such as Munsell colors (Garner, 1974; Garner & Felfoldy, 1970;
Melara, Marks, & Potts, 1993), auditory stimuli (Caclin, Giard, Smith, & McAdams, 2007; Grau &
Kemler-Nelson, 1988; Melara & Marks, 1990a), faces (Amishav & Kimchi, 2010; Fitousi, 2015;
Fitousi & Wenger, 2013; Kimchi, Behrmann, Avidan, & Amishav, 2012), colored words (Shalev &
Algom, 2000), combinations of number and size (Algom, Dekel, & Pansky, 1996; Pansky & Algom,
1999), global vs local dimensions (Pomerantz, 1983), and cross-modal stimuli (Melara, 1989;
Melara & Marks, 1990c; Melara & O’Brien, 1987).

The general interpretation of these patterns of results is that they provide evidence that integral
and separable dimensions give rise to differences in observers’ ability to selectively attend to relevant
dimensions during the process of perceptual classification. In the case of separable dimensions, sub-
jects can easily attend to the relevant dimension and filter the irrelevant one. Thus, from a psycholog-
ical perspective, the category structures are identical across the control, correlated, and filtering tasks,
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Fig. 1. Top 3 panels: Garner’s (1974; Garner & Felfoldy, 1970) control, correlated, and filtering tasks. Bottom 3 panels:
Schematic GRT explanation of performance in control, correlated, and filtering tasks. The circles represent isoprobability
contours for the perceptual distribution of each stimulus.
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obecause the variation along the second dimension is filtered out by selective attention. However, in

the case of integral-dimension stimuli, selective attention to only the relevant dimension is difficult,
so the psychological category structures differ across the tasks.

In sum, the results from Garner’s tasks provide important converging evidence for the distinction
between integral versus separable dimensions, and the results can be interpreted in terms of the effi-
ciency with which selective attention operates in the processing of these dimensions. However, the
detailed mechanisms of perceptual classification that underlie performance in the Garner tasks remain
to be resolved. The main goal of this paper is to elucidate these mechanisms.

In past work, two major theoretical approaches have been put forth to provide quantitatively
detailed and rigorous accounts of Garner-task performance. As we will review below, although both
theoretical approaches have provided significant headway, neither provides a fully adequate account
of performance in these fundamental tasks. Since the time that the original theories were proposed,
important advances in the modelling of perceptual classification have occurred in related domains.
However, to date, the potential roles of these theoretical advances in achieving an improved under-
standing of Garner-task performance have not been considered. The central goal of the present work
is to incorporate these advances in extended models of Garner-task performance and competitively
test the extended models in newly developed diagnostic versions of the Garner tasks.

In the remainder of our Introduction, we provide a brief review of two comprehensive quantitative-
modelling accounts of performance in the Garner tasks, highlighting their successes and limitations.
Next, we outline recent advances in related areas of perceptual classification modelling that, we
believe, can provide important extensions to these previous models of Garner-task performance. En
route to discussing these extensions, we note that the classic patterns of performance in the standard
Garner tasks may emerge from reliance on a trial-by-trial ‘‘bypass” strategy (Fletcher & Rabbitt, 1978;
Krueger & Shapiro, 1981). In the bypass strategy, the observer does not develop long-term category
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representations, but rather relies on stimulus and response information provided on only the previous
trial to respond on the current trial. To address this issue, we develop a modified Garner-tasks para-
digm that eliminates the viable use of a pure bypass strategy. We then go on to test our extended com-
putational models on their ability to account for detailed performance in the modified Garner tasks.

1.1. Theories of categorization response time in the Garner tasks

Several theoretical models have been proposed to explain the patterns of RTs in the control, corre-
lated, and filtering tasks. Of the existing models of categorization RT, the two most general and suc-
cessful theoretical frameworks involve either similarity-based comparisons between the current
item and stored exemplars of each category (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997a) or the application of a deci-
sion boundary to discriminate samples drawn from variable perceptual distributions (Ashby &
Maddox, 1994; Ashby & Townsend, 1986). In this section we provide a brief outline of each of these
theories to examine their accounts of the standard Garner effects. We provide more detailed formal
statements of the theories in our Section 3.

1.1.1. Exemplar-based Random Walk model
The Exemplar-based Random Walk model (EBRW; Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997a, 2015) assumes that

observers store individual exemplars of the alternative categories in memory. When presented with a
to-be-categorized item, the stored exemplars race to be retrieved with a probability of retrieval based
on their similarity to the current item. The retrieved exemplars drive a random-walk evidence-
accumulation process. Each time an exemplar from Category A is retrieved, the random walk steps
toward a Category-A response threshold, and likewise for Category B. The retrieval process continues
until one of the response thresholds has been reached. The decision RT is determined by the number of
steps required to reach the response threshold.

In the case of separable-dimension stimuli, the EBRWmodel accounts for the invariance in RTs across
the Garner tasks by assuming that an attention-weight parameter can be adjusted such that full atten-
tion is given to only the relevant dimension. Because variations along the irrelevant dimension do not
enter into observers’ exemplar-based encodings of the stimuli, the psychological structure of the con-
trol, correlated, and filtering tasks is identical, so there are no performance variations across the tasks.

In the case of integral-dimension stimuli, the selective-attention process is far less efficient. As a
first approximation, we suppose that the observer allocates attention roughly equally across the
two dimensions that compose the stimuli.1 Note that, under such conditions, the members of the
two categories are less similar to one another in the correlated condition than in the control condition
(see Fig. 1). Thus, during the evidence-accumulation process, a test item is less likely to retrieve the
member of the opposite category in the correlated condition than in the control condition. Consequently,
the random walk marches more efficiently toward the correct response threshold in the correlated task,
resulting in shorter RTs.

There are multiple reasons why the EBRWmodel predicts longer RTs in the filtering task than in the
control task (in the case involving integral-dimension stimuli). We describe these reasons in greater
detail in Section 3 of our article. One key reason, however, involves the idea that the ratio of
within- to between-category exemplar similarities is greater in the control condition than in the fil-
tering condition. As a result, during the evidence-accumulation process, test items are more likely
to lead to retrieval of opposite-category members in the filtering condition than in the control condi-
tion, resulting in a less efficient random walk and a longer RT.

Nosofsky and Palmeri (1997b) fitted the EBRWmodel to detailed vincentized RT distributions from
a set of Garner tasks. (Vincentized RT distributions are created by aggregating across common quan-
tiles of the RT distributions of individual subjects; see Van Zandt, 2000.) Beyond accounting for the
1 We emphasize that a full account makes allowance for some amount of differential attention-weighting even in the case of
integral-dimension stimuli. Importantly, various forms of past evidence suggest that, even for integral-dimension stimuli, this
attention-weighting takes place along ‘‘primary” dimensions in the psychological space and not in arbitrary directions (e.g., Foard
& Kemler, 1984; Melara & Marks, 1990b; Nosofsky, 1987). Versions of the formal models that we fit to our present data will make
provision for differential forms of attention to the dimensions across the tasks.
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major patterns of mean RTs across the various Garner tasks, the model provided an excellent fit to
these detailed RT-distribution data. However, the model was not evaluated on its ability to account
for performance at the individual-subject level. Furthermore, as discussed extensively below, it was
not evaluated on its ability to account for sequential effects on RT and accuracy in the Garner tasks.
As will be seen, the sequential effects are fundamental to achieving a deeper understanding of the
basis for the performance patterns in the Garner tasks. One of the main theoretical aims in the present
work involves extending the previously formalized models to allow them to capture the sequential
effects.

1.1.2. Decision-boundary theory
An alternative approach to predicting categorization RTs is based on General Recognition Theory

(GRT) and the closely associated ‘‘decision-bound” theory (Ashby & Gott, 1988; Ashby & Townsend,
1986). GRT is a multidimensional generalization of signal detection theory (Green & Swets, 1966).
In application to the Garner tasks, the model assumes that each stimulus gives rise to a bivariate nor-
mal distribution of noisy perceptions across trials, as illustrated in the bottom panels of Fig. 1. In this
schematic illustration, the circles illustrate iso-probability contours for each distribution, i.e., a set of
points from each distribution that have equal probability density. The center of each circle depicts the
mean of each distribution along each dimension, and the expanse of the circle represents the variance
of the distribution. In the present illustrations, for simplicity, we assume that the distributions satisfy
the GRT constructs of perceptual independence and perceptual separability (see Ashby & Townsend,
1986). In brief, the key assumption is that the psychological representations of the stimuli have the
same rectangular configuration as do the physically-defined stimuli in the Garner tasks. According
to the model, the observer establishes decision boundaries for separating the perceptual space into
response regions. Anytime a percept is sampled that lies in Region A of the space the observer would
emit a Category-A response.

Initial applications of GRT and decision-bound theory for predicting RTs in perceptual classification
relied on application of the RT-distance hypothesis: RT is assumed to be some nonlinear decreasing
function of the distance of a percept from the decision boundary (e.g., Ashby & Maddox, 1994;
Maddox, 1992). To account for the patterns of performance in the Garner tasks, Ashby and Maddox
(1994; Maddox & Ashby, 1996; see also Maddox, 1992) combined the RT-distance hypothesis with
hypotheses regarding the nature of the perceptual distributions and decision boundaries that operate
in those tasks.

As illustrated in Fig. 1 (bottom panels), according to one account, in the control and filtering tasks,
observers are assumed to establish a decision boundary that is orthogonal to the relevant dimension.
By contrast, in the correlated task, the observer is assumed to adopt an optimal, diagonal decision
boundary (at least in the case in which integral-dimension stimuli are involved). Thus, according to
the RT-distance hypothesis, responses will tend to be faster in the correlated task than in the control
task: The reason is that, compared to the control task, the percepts in the correlated task will tend to
be farther away from the diagonal decision boundary.

In one approach to accounting for filtering interference, Ashby and Maddox (1994) proposed that
the greater number of stimuli in the filtering task (compared to the control task) leads to increased
stimulus uncertainty. This increased uncertainty was modelled in terms of increased variance of the
perceptual distributions associated with each item (Fig. 1, bottom-right panel). The increased variance
results in many of the sampled percepts being located very close to the decision boundary in the fil-
tering task. Furthermore, because of the nonlinear relation between RT and distance-from-boundary,
the result is a lengthening in the mean RTs in the filtering task.

To test these RT-distance accounts, Nosofsky and Palmeri (1997b) fitted different versions of the
decision-boundary models to the vincentized RT-distribution data from their battery of Garner tasks.
The decision-boundary models produced worse quantitative fits to the RT-distribution data than did
the EBRW model that we reviewed earlier. The most important result, however, involved a qualitative
contrast between the predictions from the models. In particular, if the RT-distance hypothesis is cor-
rect, and if the perceptual distributions are more variable in the filtering task than in the control task,
then the very fastest responses should be as fast or faster in the filtering task than in the control task.
The reason is that the increased variance in the filtering task simultaneously produces two effects: an
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increased proportion of percepts that are close to the decision boundary, but also an increased
proportion of percepts that are farther away (compared to the control task). However, Nosofsky and
Palmeri (1997b) found no evidence for such an effect in their data. Instead, the observed responses
were significantly slower for all quantiles of the RT distributions in the filtering condition compared
to the control condition, a result that was in accord with the predictions from the EBRW model.
Another limitation of the decision-bound model was that, like the EBRW model, there was no formal
account of the pronounced sequential effects observed in the Garner tasks (see below).

1.2. Routes to extending the models

The limitations of the EBRW and decision-bound theories of Garner-task performance may be
remedied by modifying and/or extending those theories with new ideas advanced in related domains
of perceptual classification. We introduce these ideas in the present section, and formalize them in our
subsequent Section 3.

1.2.1. Sequential-sampling GRT
The first idea is that, rather than applying the descriptive RT-distance hypothesis, an alternative

GRT-based sequential-sampling model of RT may lead to better accounts of the Garner-tasks perfor-
mance. In particular, in recent work, Fifić, Little, and Nosofsky (2010; Blunden, Wang, Griffiths, & Little,
2014; Little, 2012; Little, Nosofsky, & Denton, 2011; Little, Nosofsky, Donkin, & Denton, 2013) devel-
oped a set of GRT-based models for predicting forms of ‘‘rule-based” categorization RT (for closely
related ideas, see, e.g., Ashby, 2000). The models adopted the GRT assumptions that presented stimuli
give rise to noisy perceptual distributions and that the observer uses decision bounds to divide per-
ceptual space into response regions. However, those assumptions were integrated with sequential-
sampling models of RT (Busemeyer, 1985; Link, 1992; Ratcliff, 1978). The idea is that when a to-be-
classified item is presented, the observer repeatedly samples from a noisy perceptual distribution
to which the item gives rise. The sampled percepts drive an evidence-accumulation process. If a sam-
pled percept lies in Region A of the space (as defined by the decision boundary), then the evidence-
accumulation process moves in the direction of response-threshold A, whereas if the sampled percept
lies in Region B then the evidence-accumulation process moves toward threshold B. The perceptual-
sampling process continues until one or the other response threshold is reached.

Crucially, this version of a GRT-based RT model does not seem to have the same limitation as the
RT-distance hypothesis with respect to predicting the nature of filtering interference. In particular,
suppose the perceptual distributions are indeed more variable in the filtering task than in the control
task. The upshot is that there would be an overall reduced probability of sampling percepts from the
correct side of the decision boundary, which would lead to an overall slowing of the evidence-
accumulation process toward the correct response threshold. Thus, the model would no longer predict
that the fastest responses in the filtering task would be faster than those in the control task, remedying
the limitation of the descriptive RT-distance model.

1.2.2. Trial-by-trial sequence effects and the bypass strategy
A second route to extending the models involves consideration of sequential effects in classifica-

tion. Of critical interest to the present investigation is the observation that in the Garner tasks, RTs
are shorter and performance is more accurate if an item is repeated from the previous trial (Garner,
1974; see also Bertelson, 1961; Felfoldy, 1974; Hyman, 1953). This sequential effect and various
related effects raise several important issues. One question, for example, concerns the extent to which
filtering interference may result solely from the reduced proportion of ‘‘repeat” trials in that task. Sec-
ond, the repetition effect could be reflecting the partial operation of a bypass strategy (Fletcher &
Rabbitt, 1978; Krueger & Shapiro, 1981) in which the observer makes the same response if the stim-
ulus stays the same across two consecutive trials and switches responses if the stimulus changes.
Indeed, note that an observer can rely solely on the bypass strategy to perform the control and corre-
lated tasks, but would need to augment that strategy to perform the filtering task (because there are
trials in which the stimulus changes but the category remains the same). Thus, in the standard Garner
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tasks, pronounced filtering interference could be reflecting the operation of a different strategy than is
used in the control and correlated tasks.

One of the central motivations of the experimental paradigm that we test in the present research
was to eliminate these problems by testing versions of the control, correlated and filtering tasks that
greatly reduced the proportion of repeat trials and in which a pure bypass strategy could not be used.
As shown in Fig. 2, our approach was to conduct versions of the tasks in which all categories were
composed of multiple stimuli with values that varied along the relevant dimension. We describe these
category structures in greater detail in our Section 2.

Despite the elimination of a pure bypass strategy, our expectation was that strong sequential
effects would continue to be observed in our modified Garner tasks, and these effects could go a long
way toward explaining differences in control, correlated and filtering performance. Indeed, to antici-
pate, our data will reveal intricate effects of the similarity and category of the previous item on the
current trial’s response. For instance, we not only observe shorter RTs for item repetitions, but we
observe systematically longer RTs when a current item near the category boundary is preceded by
a relatively similar item from the other category. We also find systematically longer RTs when a cur-
rent item near the category boundary is preceded by a relatively dissimilar item from the same
category.

These effects and several others described below are difficult to explain using the standard,
sequence-insensitive implementations of either the EBRW or GRT-based models. However, some of
the effects are anticipated by certain types of ‘‘relative judgment” models developed in closely related
domains of perceptual classification (Jones, Love, & Maddox, 2006; Stewart & Brown, 2004; Stewart,
Brown, & Chater, 2002). For example, according to Stewart et al.’s (2002) memory and contrast
(MAC) model, participants base categorization responses on the magnitude and direction of the differ-
ence between stimulus values on the current trial and the previous trial. The upshot of the strategy is
that observers are biased to maintain the same category response if the current item is similar to the
previous item but switch responses if the item is dissimilar to the one from the previous trial.
Although we do not fit these relative-judgment models directly (i.e., because none provides a compre-
hensive model of RTs in multidimensional categorization), we will borrow ideas from the MAC model
in developing extensions of the EBRW and GRT-based models aimed at accounting for the pronounced
sequential effects in our extended Garner paradigm.
o
Auth
2. Experiment

In this experiment, subjects classified integral-dimension stimuli (Munsell colors varying in bright-
ness and saturation) using the category space illustrated in Fig. 2. The design incorporates fundamen-
tal versions of the control, correlated, and filtering tasks, but differs from Garner’s (1974; Garner &
Felfoldy, 1970) original design by increasing the variation along the relevant dimension through
increasing the total number of stimuli. As we explained in the introduction, this manipulation allows
us to investigate performance patterns across these fundamental tasks without the intervention of a
pure bypass strategy. In addition, it reduces the role of trial-by-trial item repetitions in influencing
overall performance patterns on the tasks. It is an open question whether the classic pattern of overall
mean RTs across tasks – namely, facilitation in the correlated task and interference in the filtering task
– will be observed under these modified conditions. Within each task, we expect that mean RTs will be
longest for items adjacent to the decision boundary and shortest for the items that are farthest away
(Ashby & Maddox, 1994; Maddox, Ashby, & Gottlob, 1998; Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997a). Because of the
relatively short RTs for items that are far from the category bounds, any facilitation and interference
effects should be most obvious for items adjacent to the boundary.

We also expect that increasing the variation on the relevant dimension could lead to intricate pat-
terns of sequential effects. For instance, in theories of sequence effects on choice (Jones et al., 2006;
Stewart et al., 2002), the effect of the previous item on the current item depends not only on the items’
identity and category, but, for non-identical items, the previous item’s similarity to the current
category.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the correlated, control, and filtering conditions used in the current experiments. The upper and
lower panels show the category space for the brightness (value) and saturation (chroma) groups respectively. The dotted line
represents the category boundary.

8 D.R. Little et al. / Cognitive Psychology 89 (2016) 1–38
We tested individual subjects across multiple sessions in order to obtain detailed RT-distribution
data for individual stimuli at the individual-subject level. Our goal was to compare extended versions
of the exemplar and decision-bound models reviewed in our Introduction on their ability to account
for the complete sets of RT-distribution and choice-probability data observed across the tasks –
including the sequential effects.
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2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
Eight participants from the University of Melbourne community were randomly assigned to either

the brightness (N = 4) or saturation (N = 4) group. All participants had normal or corrected to normal
vision. Participants received $12 for each session plus an extra $3 bonus per session for accurate per-
formance (over 90% correct). At the conclusion of all of the categorization sessions, each participant
completed a similarity rating task using the same stimuli (see Appendix A).

2.1.2. Stimuli
The stimuli were color squares (187 pixels � 187 pixels) from the Munsell system varying in

brightness (value) and saturation (chroma). The stimuli were presented at a monitor resolution of
1280 � 1024 and subtended a visual angle of about 4.70 deg. Each color was selected from the Munsell
hue 5R. In the brightness group, the full set of 12 stimuli was created by combining six levels of bright-
ness (values 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) and two levels of saturation (chromas 6 and 8). In the saturation group, 12
stimuli were created by combining six levels of saturation (chromas 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14) and two levels of
brightness (values 5 and 6). Because scaling work reported by Nickerson (1936; see also Kuehni, 2005)
suggested that one unit of value is roughly equivalent to two units of chroma in discriminability, the
stimuli were roughly equally discriminable across the brightness and saturation conditions. The stan-
dard xyY coordinates corresponding to the Munsell value and chroma (available here: http://www.cis.
rit.edu/research/mcsl2/online/munsell_data/all.dat) were converted to RGB values by converting the
xyY values first to CIE XYZ color-space coordinates and then to RGB values using standard transforma-
tions (Rossel, Minasny, Roudier, & McBratney, 2006).

2.1.3. Design
The current experiment extended the classic design used by Garner and Felfoldy (1970; Garner,

1974) by using six rather than two values of stimulus variation along the relevant dimension (see
Fig. 2). In the control conditions, participants categorized six colors that varied on the relevant dimen-
sion but not on the irrelevant dimension. In the correlated conditions, the values along the two dimen-
sions are correlated such that items on opposite sides of the category boundary on the experimenter-
defined relevant dimension also differed in value along the other dimension. In the filtering condition,
participants categorized all twelve stimuli with only brightness or saturation being relevant for
categorization.

2.1.4. Procedure
2.1.4.1. Categorization sessions. Each participant completed six one-hour sessions on consecutive or
near-consecutive days. In each session, participants completed all three categorization conditions
(control, correlated, and filtering). As depicted in Fig. 2, there were two different versions of each of
the control and correlated conditions. The different versions of the control and correlated tasks were
presented in consecutive blocks with a different version in each block. Because the filtering task con-
tained twice as many stimuli as the other tasks, the filtering trials were repeated across two consec-
utive blocks. These blocked tasks were counterbalanced across session (i.e., the control, correlated, and
filtering tasks were presented in each possible order across the six sessions). Each block in the control
or correlated tasks involved presentation of 24 practice trials and 120 experimental trials (i.e., 20 rep-
etitions of each of the 6 stimuli from the control and correlated tasks during the experimental trials).
During each block of the filtering task, there were 27 practice trials, and each of the 12 stimuli was
repeated 10 times. Hence, across the two filtering blocks, there were also 20 experimental repetitions
of each stimulus. The order of presentation of the individual stimuli was randomized anew within
each block.

During each trial, a fixation cross was presented for 1770 ms. A warning tone was presented during
the final 700 ms of the presentation of the fixation cross. A color square was then presented and the
participant decided whether the color belonged to Category A or Category B. Response choice and RT
were recorded via button press of a customized RT box (Li, Liang, Kleiner, & Lu, 2010). The stimuli
remained on screen until a response was made and RT was recorded from the onset of the stimulus

http://www.cis.rit.edu/research/mcsl2/online/munsell_data/all.dat
http://www.cis.rit.edu/research/mcsl2/online/munsell_data/all.dat
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display up to the time of a response. In the first session, feedback was provided (i.e., ‘‘correct” or
‘‘wrong”) after each response. Feedback was provided for only incorrect responses in the subsequent
sessions. Feedback ‘‘too slow” was provided for RT greater than 5000 ms. Feedback remained on-
screen for 2000 ms.

Participants were instructed to categorize each color into either Group A or Group B with an
emphasis on learning to respond accurately; after the initial practice trials, participants were also
informed that their RTs were being recorded and to execute their response as soon as they had made
their decision.

2.2. Results

The first session was considered as practice and excluded from analysis. In addition, for each con-
dition and for each participant/item combination, we excluded trials with RTs less than 250 ms or
greater than 3 SDs above the mean. Less than 3% of the data were excluded.

We first analyze the mean RT data averaged across item order to compare our results with the stan-
dard findings in the Garner task: The expectation is that responses in the correlated condition should
be faster than in the control condition, which in turn should be faster than in the filtering condition.
Following these analyses, we turn to an analysis of the sequential data by examining the effect of the
previous item on the current item’s RT and error rate in each condition.

2.2.1. Mean RT analysis – brightness condition
For each participant in the brightness condition, the mean RTs and error rates for each item type

within each main categorization task are presented in Fig. 3 and Table 1, respectively. We grouped
items based on their distance from the category boundary. Items adjacent to the boundary are referred
to as Near items; those farthest away as Far items; and the intermediate-distance items as Middle
items. Fig. 3 (top four panels) shows the mean RT of stimuli plotted as a function of categorization task
and distance from boundary. As expected, in all categorization tasks, the Near items had the longest
RTs and the highest error rates. In addition, the Far items tended to have slightly shorter mean RTs
and lower error rates than did the Middle items. The standard pattern of Garner results can be com-
pared with our data by focusing on the performance patterns for the Near items.

There were no differences in mean RTs across categorization tasks for participant B2, indicating
that this participant was insensitive to the different category space conditions. The remaining partic-
ipants exhibit clear facilitation effects in the correlated condition and interference effects in the filter-
ing conditions with mean RTs shortest in the correlated condition, followed by the control and filtering
conditions. As expected, this effect appears to be strongest for the Near items, but the ordering of con-
ditions is generally consistent across the Middle and Far items. Separate 5 Session (2–6) � 3 Task (Cor-
related, Control, & Filtering) � 3 Item (Near, Middle, & Far) ANOVAs were conducted for each
participant to confirm the observations in Fig. 3. The results of the ANOVA are shown in Table 2.
The significant main effect of item, for all participants, confirms the observation that mean RTs were
longest for items close to the category boundary. More important, the significant main effect of con-
ditions was observed for participants, B1, B3, and B4, replicating the standard result in the Garner
tasks. The task � item interaction was also significant for these participants, and this prompted an
analysis of only the Near items. This analysis provides a direct comparison to the standard Garner
tasks.

Separate 5 session (2–6) � 3 task (Correlated, Control, & Filtering) ANOVAs were conducted for the
Near items for each participant. A summary of this analysis is presented in Table 3. The main effect of
task was observed for all participants except for B2. In addition, planned one-tailed t-tests confirmed
the effect of interference in the filtering task and facilitation in the correlated task for B1, B3, and B4.

2.2.2. Mean RT analysis – saturation group
The mean RTs and error rates for each participant in the saturation-relevant group are presented in

the bottom four panels of Fig. 3 and the right half of Table 1, respectively. Similar to the brightness
group, mean RTs got shorter with increased distance from the category boundary. More important,
mean RTs were shortest in the correlated condition for all participants, but a difference in mean RT
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Fig. 3. Mean RTs averaged across previous item for each participant in the brightness (B1-B4) and saturation (S1-S4) conditions.
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between the control and filtering conditions appeared for only two of the four participants. A sum-
mary of the ANOVA results, analogous to the analysis of the brightness group, is presented in the right
half of Table 2. The main effects of both condition and distance were significant for each participant, as
well as the interaction of these two factors. Similar to the brightness-relevant group, this interaction
prompted an analysis to focus on only the near items. A summary of this analysis is presented in
Table 3. Similar to the previous analysis, a significant main effect of task was observed for each par-
ticipant. Pairwise one-tailed t-tests confirmed that mean RT was shortest in the correlated condition
for all participants. However, only participants S2 and S4 showed significant differences in mean RT
between the control and filtering conditions. In sum, the results are generally consistent with the
results observed for the brightness group. All participants exhibited facilitation in the correlated con-
dition, but only two participants showed filtering interference.
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Table 1
Error rates for the near, middle, and far items in each condition.

Brightness condition Saturation condition

Control condition items Control condition items

Near Middle Far Near Middle Far

B1 0.01 0.00 0.00 S1 0.04 0.00 0.01
B2 0.10 0.01 0.00 S2 0.13 0.01 0.01
B3 0.19 0.01 0.01 S3 0.13 0.00 0.00
B4 0.05 0.00 0.00 S4 0.07 0.01 0.01

Correlated condition items Correlated condition items

Near Middle Far Near Middle Far

B1 0.02 0.00 0.00 S1 0.01 0.00 0.01
B2 0.05 0.00 0.01 S2 0.04 0.00 0.01
B3 0.08 0.01 0.01 S3 0.07 0.00 0.00
B4 0.01 0.00 0.00 S4 0.05 0.01 0.01

Filtering condition items Filtering condition items

Near Middle Far Near Middle Far

B1 0.03 0.00 0.00 S1 0.04 0.01 0.00
B2 0.12 0.01 0.00 S2 0.16 0.01 0.01
B3 0.18 0.02 0.01 S3 0.18 0.01 0.00
B4 0.03 0.00 0.00 S4 0.10 0.01 0.00
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2.3. Sequence effects

To analyze the sequence effects, we averaged the RT and accuracy data across subjects as a function
of the immediately preceding item separately for the brightness-relevant and saturation-relevant con-
ditions. (Naturally, data patterns at the individual-subject level were noisy, but none departed dra-
matically from the general patterns described below.) Fig. 4 shows the mean RTs and error rates
separately for the brightness condition (top two rows of panels) and saturation condition (bottom
two rows of panels). For these figures, we have averaged across logically equivalent Category A and
Category B items and so that the x-axis indicates the previous item with respect to whether that item
was from the same category or the opposite category.2 For each task, we plot three lines corresponding
to the current items: one for the far items (squares), one for the middle items (diamonds), and one for the
near items (circles). In addition, for the filtering condition, we plot the mean RTs and error rates of the
near items when the previous item had a different irrelevant dimension value (filled circles).3

We start by noting that for the non-boundary (middle and far) current items, there is little effect of
the previous item on RT or error rates. Because these items are distant from the category boundary,
the RTs and error rates are near floor, leaving little room for more nuanced sequence effects.

Regarding the near items, we highlight four sequence effects that are evident in these figures (for
simplicity of presentation, we describe the effects separately, although not all effects are logically
independent of one another):

(1) A near-boundary repetition effect. In all conditions, RTs are shorter and error rates lower when a
near item is repeated. In confirmation, we conducted a one-sample t-test that compared the mean RT
for when the near item was repeated to a ‘‘baseline” mean RT for the near item when it was preceded
by all other items except itself. We computed an analogous z-test on the error rates and present the
results in Table 4. The repetition of a near item resulted in faster and more accurate responding in all
tasks and conditions compared to the baseline.
2 For example, as can be seen from inspection of Fig. 2, in the control task, item 1 from Category A and item 11 from Category B
are logically equivalent, as are item 3 from Category A and item 9 from Category B, etc.

3 We also examined the pattern of sequential effects conditioned on whether the previous response was correct or incorrect.
There were very limited numbers of trials following error responses; however, we did observe an overall slowing of the RT on the
current trial which obscured any strong sequential pattern. The pattern following a correct response matched the unconditioned
pattern indicating that the data shown in Fig. 4 are largely determined by accurate performance on the previous trial.
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Table 2
5 Session � 3 Task (Control, Correlated, Filtering) � 3 Item (Near, Middle, Far) ANOVA results for Experiment 1.

Variable df F g2 Variable df F g2

Subject B1 Subject S1
Session 4 83.52*** .065 Session 4 75.80*** .056
Task 2 45.52*** .018 Task 2 31.08*** .012
Item 2 533.54*** .210 Item 2 686.13*** .254
Session � Task 8 9.82*** .015 Session � Task 8 4.12*** .006
Session � Item 8 6.17*** .010 Session � Item 8 9.95*** .015
Task � Item 4 10.16*** .007 Task � Item 4 24.04*** .018
Sess � Task � Item 16 2.03*** .006 Sess � Task � Item 16 2.24** .007
Error 3439 Error 3436

Subject B2 Subject S2
Session 4 61.86*** .042 Session 4 27.04*** .024
Task 2 1.23 .000 Task 2 83.60*** .038
Item 2 1068.30*** .363 Item 2 289.17*** .131
Session � Task 8 1.53 .002 Session � Task 8 6.23*** .011
Session � Item 8 15.31*** .021 Session � Item 8 5.85*** .011
Task � Item 4 1.54 .001 Task � Item 4 34.66*** .031
Sess � Task � Item 16 0.54 .001 Sess � Task � Item 16 3.15*** .011
Error 3370 Error 3330

Subject B3 Subject S3
Session 4 25.49*** .020 Session 4 113.90*** .085
Task 2 48.54*** .019 Task 2 59.40*** .022
Item 2 672.96*** .270 Item 2 669.24*** .248
Session � Task 8 9.17*** .015 Session � Task 8 11.57*** .017
Session � Item 8 1.63 .003 Session � Item 8 6.44*** .010
Task � Item 4 10.35*** .008 Task � Item 4 13.22*** .010
Sess � Task � Item 16 2.26** .007 Sess � Task � Item 16 3.65*** .011
Error 3306 Error 3339

Subject B4 Subject S4
Session 4 84.45*** .059 Session 4 43.26*** .040
Task 2 72.85*** .026 Task 2 64.05*** .030
Item 2 790.83*** .278 Item 2 279.18*** .129
Session � Task 8 3.35*** .005 Session � Task 8 2.65** .005
Session � Item 8 11.53*** .016 Session � Item 8 8.89*** .016
Task � Item 4 18.16*** .013 Task � Item 4 14.50*** .013
Sess � Task � Item 16 1.01 .003 Sess � Task � Item 16 2.02** .007
Error 3431 Error 3347

** p < .01.
*** p < .001.
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AuThe importance of the repetition effect to providing a full account of filtering interference cannot be
overemphasized. To illustrate, in Fig. 5 we report mean RTs and error rates in the various control and
filtering tasks, conditioned on whether the current stimulus was repeated from the previous trial. As
already shown in Fig. 4, the figure again illustrates across all conditions the benefits to performance
when an item repeats. The rather dramatic new finding is that, once one conditions on the repetition
factor, any remaining differences in control versus filtering performance are small. Indeed, we con-
ducted a three-way ANOVA on these data using task (control vs. filtering), previous item type (repeat
vs. no repeat), and relevant dimension (brightness vs. saturation) as factors. Under this analysis, the
effect of task (control vs. filtering) did not approach statistical significance for either mean RT, F
(1,6) = 1.56, p = .26, or error rate, F(1,6) = 1.05, p = .34. Only the main effect of repetition was signifi-
cant for mean RT, F(1,6) = 64.3, p < .001, and error rate, F(1,6) = 13.30, p = .01. (The main effect of rel-
evant dimension was also significant for mean RT, F(1,6) = 5.79, p = .002 due to the overall slower RTs
in the brightness condition.) It appears that, in large measure, filtering interference arises because,
compared to the control task, there are fewer repetition trials in the filtering task (cf. Garner, 1974).
This is not to say that fewer repetition trials is the sole basis of filtering interference in general. For
instance, other studies have provided evidence that changes in the irrelevant dimension that occur
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Table 3
5 Session � 3 Task (Control, Correlated, Filtering) ANOVA on the Near items and paired one-tailed t-test results for Experiment 1.

Variable df Test statistic Effect size Variable df Test statistic Effect size

Subject B1 Mean Subject S1 Mean
Session 4 29.59** .089 Session 4 27.39*** .083
Task 2 21.94** .033 Task 2 30.53*** .046
Sess � Task 8 4.80** .029 Sess � Task 8 2.45* .015
Error 1131 Error 1127
Cont – Corr 769 3.97*** .29 89.88 Cont – Corr 762 6.18*** .450 108.35
Filt – Cont 760 2.18** .16 55.72 Filt – Cont 753 0.52 .04 10.13

Subject B2 Mean Subject S2 Mean
Session 4 28.20*** .095 Session 4 10.75*** .036
Task 2 1.45 .002 Task 2 50.39*** .084
Sess � Task 8 0.61 .004 Sess � Task 8 3.59*** .024
Error 1061 Error 1024
Cont – Corr 730 1.57 .12 35.36 Cont – Corr 710 5.06*** .38 54.26
Filt – Cont 700 �0.98 .07 �22.75 Filt – Cont 664 5.1*** .40 88.25

Subject B3 Mean Subject S3 Mean
Session 4 6.69*** .025 Session 4 25.90*** .086
Task 2 21.55*** .040 Task 2 24.84*** .041
Sess � Task 8 2.20* .016 Sess � Task 8 5.57*** .037
Error 992 Error 1015
Cont – Corr 683 3.38*** .26 36.04 Cont – Corr 704 5.94*** .45 74.65
Filt – Cont 642 2.80*** .22 33.14 Filt – Cont 662 0.05 .004 �0.73

Subject B4 Mean Subject S4 Mean
Session 4 31.16*** .094 Session 4 20.45*** .067
Task 2 34.52*** .052 Task 2 33.71*** .055
Sess � Task 8 1.462*** .009 Sess � Task 8 2.21* .014
Error 1116 Error 1066
Cont – Corr 750 5.47*** .40 109.81 Cont – Corr 729 5.84*** .43 82.36
Filt – Cont 746 2.64*** .19 64.35 Filt – Cont 711 2.02* .15 36.12

* p < .05.
** p < .01.

*** p < .001.
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in the filtering condition but not the control condition also contribute to the interference effect (Burns,
2016; Dyson & Quinlan, 2010; Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997a). We address this issue in our Section 4.

(2) A same-category far-item ‘‘push” effect. Returning to Fig. 4, there is an effect of far items when
they precede near items of the same category. Specifically, RTs are longer and error rates higher when
a near item is preceded by a far item from its own category. Hence, the far item acts to ‘‘push” the near
item across the category boundary (cf. Stewart et al., 2002). To test the statistical significance of this
effect, we compared the mean RT and error rate for when a near item was preceded by a far item from
the same category to a baseline mean RT and error rate for when the near item was preceded by all
other items (i.e., except the far same-category item; see Table 4). For the mean RTs, the results were
significant for all tasks and conditions; however, the equivalent test on error rates was significant only
for the saturation-condition tasks.

(3) An opposite-category adjacent-item ‘‘pull” effect. Near-item RTs are often longer and error rates
higher when the previous item is an adjacent item from the opposite category. In other words, the
adjacent near items seem to ‘‘pull” opposite-category near items across the category boundary. We
tested this effect in a manner analogous to the above-described ones. In particular, we compared
the mean RT and error rate when a new item was preceded by an adjacent item from the opposite cat-
egory to a baseline when a near item was preceded by all items except the adjacent opposite-category
item (see Table 4). We found that this pull effect on RT was significant in all tasks and conditions
except for the brightness control task and the saturation correlated task. For the error rates, the effect
was significant in all cases except for the correlated task in both the brightness and saturation
conditions.
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Fig. 4. Mean RT and error rate as a function of the immediately preceding item.
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A(4) Irrelevant dimension change. In the filtering condition, the above effects can also be examined in
the cases where the value of the relevant dimension is the same but the irrelevant dimension value
changes. For example, referring to the top-right panel of Fig. 2, if the near boundary item 6 precedes
near boundary item 5, then although the value of the relevant dimension is repeated, these stimuli
have different values on the irrelevant dimension. This irrelevant dimension change affects the
strength of the sequential effects. Specifically, the repetition effect and opposite-category adjacent-
item pull effect are, in general, attenuated when the irrelevant dimension changes. We tested these
effects by comparing the repetition effect, same-category far-item push effect, and opposite-
category adjacent-item pull effect across levels of the irrelevant dimension (i.e., comparing the white
and black circles in the filtering condition – see Fig. 4). These results are shown in Table 4. The most
important results are that, first, the repetition effect was weaker in both the brightness and saturation
condition when the irrelevant dimension changed (see Repetition Difference, Table 4). Second, the
adjacent-item pulling effect was weaker for error rate in the brightness condition and for errors
and mean RT in the saturation condition when the irrelevant dimension changed (see Adj. Opp. Rep-
etition, Table 4).
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Table 4
Statistical test for sequential effects. All tests are conducted only on the near items. A one-sample t-test is reported for the RT data,
and z-test is reported for the error rate data.

Mean RT Error rate

t df p d z n p r

Brightness
Control Rep �14.35 249 <.001 .64 3.52 258 <.001 .09

Far Same 3.33 241 <.001 .21 1.15 260 .12 .12
Adj Opp 1.05 201 .30 .07 �6.15 249 <.001 .16

Correlated Rep �8.53 230 <.001 .45 2.69 233 <.001 .07
Far Same 3.99 248 <.001 .25 �1.47 264 .07 .04
Adj Opp 3.41 251 <.001 .24 �1.09 266 .14 .03

Filtering Rep �10.77 114 <.001 .60 3.99 115 <.001 .15
Far Same 4.02 128 <.001 .38 0.31 143 .38 .01
Adj Opp 2.84 84 .01 .29 �5.09 112 <.001 .19

Irrelevant dimension change Rep Diff �4.84 248 <.001 .61 2.41 115 .01 .15
Far Same Diff �0.04 244 0.97 0.005 �0.55 143 .29 .03
Adj Opp Diff 1.66 210 .10 .23 �3.36 112 <.001 .21

Saturation
Control Rep �9.64 223 <.001 .64 3.22 232 <.001 .08

Far Same 4.93 214 <.001 .34 �6.14 265 <.001 .16
Adj Opp 4.47 226 <.001 .30 �4.76 272 <.001 .12

Correlated Rep �7.43 229 <.001 .49 2.41 233 .01 .06
Far Same 4.29 230 <.001 .28 �4.53 255 <.001 .12
Adj Opp 1.84 267 .07 .11 0.56 278 .29 .01

Filtering Rep �6.04 111 <.001 .57 3.12 116 <.001 .11
Far Same 2.70 116 .01 .25 �2.65 144 <.001 .09
Adj Opp 5.83 101 <.001 .58 �6.18 141 <.001 .22

Irrelevant dimension change Rep Diff �2.87 201 <.001 .41 2.22 116 <.001 .14
Far Same Diff �1.58 203 .11 .22 1.65 144 .05 .10
Adj Opp Diff 2.23 211 .03 .31 �3.20 141 <.001 .20

Note: Rep refers to repetition. Far Same refers to the far item from the same category. Adj Opp refers to the near item from the
opposite category. The repetition difference (Rep Diff), far same difference (Far Same Diff), and adjacent opposite difference (Adj
Opp Diff) comparisons are computed between those items when the irrelevant dimension was the same as the near boundary
item and those items when the irrelevant dimension had the opposite value compared to the near boundary item. d = Cohen’s d,
r = Effect size for two-proportion z-test.
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AuAdditional statistical tests. The above-described statistical tests compared performance for a single
type of preceding item to baselines of performance for all other preceding items. However, the
described effects are not independent of one another. For example, the comparison baseline-mean
RT for evaluating the ‘‘pull” effect included the repetition trials, which were very fast. To address this
concern, we conducted additional sets of more conservative tests in which comparison baselines were
computed with the other effects of interest removed. For example, the baseline comparison for
the opposite-category adjacent-item pull effect would be computed with the repetition and
same-category far-item trials removed. The results of these more conservative tests are reported in
Appendix B. Overall, although the magnitude of the various effects tended to be reduced, most
remained statistically significant.
2.4. Discussion and implications for models

The full set of sequential effects described above challenge the standard EBRW and GRT models,
even ones that have incorporated certain types of sequential mechanisms.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of repetitions versus non-repetitions in the control and filtering task conditions for each relevant dimension
condition.
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or 2.4.1. Exemplar model

For instance, a standard assumption of the EBRWmodel is that more recently presented exemplars
have greater memory strengths (Donkin & Nosofsky, 2012; Nosofsky, Little, Donkin, & Fifić, 2011;
Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997b). Furthermore, the probability with which an exemplar is retrieved is an
increasing function of its memory strength (see Section 3 for details). Thus, the model predicts the rep-
etition effect in straightforward fashion: when an item is repeated, it more efficiently retrieves its own
memory representation, so the evidence-accumulation process moves more efficiently toward the cor-
rect category-response threshold. Likewise, the standard model also predicts the opposite-category
adjacent-item pull effect: the test item on trial k will tend to retrieve the adjacent exemplar from
the opposite category that was presented on trial k � 1, moving the evidence-accumulation toward
the incorrect response threshold. The problem for the model is that the recency-based memory-
strength mechanism cannot also explain the same-category far-item push effect (cf. Stewart &
Brown, 2004; Stewart et al., 2002). If anything, increasing the memory strength of the far item from
the same category should result in shorter RTs and reduced error rates, but the results go decidedly
in the opposite direction. The latter effect is consistent with the MAC-model idea that we described
in our introduction: Observers may be biased to change category responses from trial to trial if there
is a big difference in stimulus magnitudes. In our Section 3, we formulate a version of a sequence-
sensitive exemplar model that combines assumptions involving recency-based changes in memory
strength and MAC-like response strategies in an effort to capture the complete set of sequence effects
in our modified Garner tasks.

2.4.2. GRT approach
One GRT-based approach to explaining the repetition effect is to assume that there is decreased

perceptual variability for repeated items (e.g., Luce, Green, & Weber, 1976; Luce, Nosofsky, Green, &
Smith, 1982). If there is decreased perceptual variability, then the proportion of the stimulus distribu-
tion that overlaps the wrong side of the decision boundary is reduced, leading to a more efficient
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evidence-accumulation process (see Section 3 for details). A second approach is to assume that the
decision boundary shifts away from the previous item (e.g., Purks, Callahan, Braida, & Durlach,
1980). However, neither of these explanations would predict that a preceding far item from the same
category would increase errors and mean RT for the near item. Furthermore, a shift in the decision
boundary would predict a speeding of responses and reduction in error rates for all members of the
repeated category, but the effect seems limited primarily to only the repeated item itself. Possibly,
some combination of assumptions involving changing variances and shifting decision boundaries
may capture the complete set of effects. We pursue that avenue in our Section 3.
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3. Computational modelling

3.1. Linear ballistic accumulator (LBA) framework

Although originally formulated as a discrete-step random-walk model (Nosofsky & Palmeri,
1997a), in more recent work the exemplar-retrieval model of classification and recognition RTs has
been formalized within Brown and Heathcote’s (2008) linear ballistic accumulator (LBA) approach
(e.g., Donkin & Nosofsky, 2012). Simple analytic formulas are available for fitting the LBA model to
continuous RT-distribution data and the model is designed to account for the complex patterns of cor-
rect and error RTs that occur when speed versus accuracy is emphasized. For purposes of improved
comparability, in addition to formalizing the exemplar-retrieval model in terms of an LBA process,
we do the same for the GRT-based models.

In the LBA, each category response is associated with an accumulator. The mean rate of evidence
accumulation (or drift rate) associated with response-accumulator j is denoted vj. The total amount
of evidence needed to make category-response j is set by the response threshold, Tj. To account for
patterns of fast versus slow errors (see e.g., Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998), it is assumed the individual-
trial drift rate on each accumulator is an independent and randomly sampled value from a normal dis-
tribution with mean vj and common standard deviation sD. The starting point of evidence accumula-
tion is an independent and randomly sampled value from a uniform distribution with range [0, a]
across trials. Evidence accumulates at a linear and ballistic rate (i.e., without moment-to-moment
noise) until a response threshold is reached in either accumulator. The observer makes the category
response that is associated with the accumulator whose threshold was reached, and the time taken
for the evidence to reach that threshold is the decision time for that trial. The overall predicted RT
is assumed to be the sum of this variable decision time and a constant non-decision time, t0 (see
e.g., Luce, 1986).

For all models, the LBA component parameters include: the response criteria, TA and TB; the upper
range of the uniform starting point distribution, a; the standard deviation of the drift rate, st; and the
non-decision time parameter, t0.

The parameters of more conceptual interest, however, involve the components that drive the accu-
mulation process: Each of the models that we fit to the RT-distribution data differs in the assumptions
that are used to generate the evidence-accumulation drift rates. We now turn to a presentation of each
of these models.

3.2. Exemplar-retrieval models: general framework

In all the present versions of the exemplar-retrieval model, the stimuli in the Garner tasks are rep-
resented as points in a two-dimensional psychological space and similarity is a decreasing function of
the distance between points in the space. As described in Appendix A, we used multidimensional scal-
ing (MDS) procedures to analyze subjects’ similarity judgments of the stimuli in order to derive the
dimensional coordinates of the stimuli in the space. All the Garner-task models were fitted to the data
using two different versions of the derived MDS solutions. In an unconstrained version of the MDS
solution, the Dimension 1 and 2 coordinate parameters for all stimuli were allowed to vary freely.
In a constrained version, all stimuli with the same Munsell saturation value were constrained to have
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the same MDS-coordinate value on Dimension 1, and all stimuli with the same Munsell brightness
value were constrained to have the same MDS-coordinate value on Dimension 2. The Garner-tasks
modelling results were comparable across both scaling solutions and none of our major conclusions
depended on which MDS version was used. Consequently, for simplicity, we report only the fits using
the constrained solution.

According to the exemplar model, the distance between test item i and exemplar j is given
by
dij ¼
X
m

wmjxim � xjmjr
" #1

r

ð1Þ
y
where xim is the value of item i on dimension m, and wm (0 6 wm 6 1 and

P
mwm ¼ 1) is the attention

weight on dimension m. The xim coordinate values in Eq. (1) are given by the MDS solution derived for
the stimuli. The value r in Eq. (1) determines the distance metric, with r = 2 yielding the Euclidean
metric, the value commonly assumed in modelling distance relations among integral-dimension stim-
uli (Garner, 1974; Shepard, 1987).

The similarity between test item i and exemplar j is then given as:
sij ¼ expð�cdqij Þ ð2Þ
 C
opwhere c is a sensitivity parameter governing the steepness of the similarity gradient (i.e., the discrim-

inability between exemplars). The value of q determines the shape of the similarity gradient with
q ¼ 1 yielding an exponential gradient and q ¼ 2 yielding a Gaussian gradient (Nosofsky, 1985;
Shepard, 1957, 1987). Fits of the exemplar model to the present classification data strongly favoured
the Gaussian gradient (q ¼ 2), a result that is often obtained in cases in which subjects exhibit contin-
ued confusions among stimuli even after extensive practice (for a theoretical interpretation, see Ennis,
1988).

Finally, according to the LBA version of the exemplar-retrieval model, the mean drift rate toward
the Category-A response threshold is given by:
 r

mA ¼ bA
P

j2AMjsij
bA
P

j2AMjsij þ ð1� bAÞ
P

j2BMjsij
ð3Þ
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where Mj is the memory strength of stored exemplar j, and bA (0 6 bA 6 1) is a response-bias param-
eter associated with making Category-A responses. The mean drift rate toward the Category-B
response threshold is simply mB ¼ 1� mA.

As explained below, different versions of the exemplar-retrieval model are defined according
to how the various parameters are presumed to vary across different tasks and experimental
conditions.

3.3. Sequence-insensitive exemplar models

In a baseline version of the model, we fitted all conditions (control 1, control 2, correlated 1, cor-
related 2, and filtering conditions – see Fig. 2) by estimating a single sensitivity parameter c and a sin-
gle attention-weight parameter w1 that were shared across all of the conditions; and a Category-A
response-bias parameter, bA, which varied freely across the conditions. In addition to these seven
parameters, the model incorporated the five LBA parameters described in the previous section, yield-
ing a total of 12 free parameters.

We also fit three model versions that extended the baseline model in ways that we judged to be
psychologically plausible, salient possibilities. One version, the correlated-condition attention-weight
(CCAW)model, allowed a separate attention-weight parameter for the correlated conditions. Although
subjects were provided instructions regarding the relevant dimension for the classification tasks, it is
nevertheless the case that the second dimension provides additional information in the correlated
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conditions. Therefore, it is plausible that observers may adjust their attention-weighting strategies in
this condition. A second version, a filtering-condition sensitivity-parameter (FCSP) model, allowed a sep-
arate sensitivity parameter for fitting the filtering condition data. Because the filtering condition
involves a larger number of stimuli than the other conditions, and because presentations of identical
items tend to be further spaced in the filtering condition, it is plausible that overall memorial
sensitivity may be reduced in the filtering condition. Finally, the third extended model was a combined
model that combined the assumptions of the two extended models that we just described. The
first two extended models have 13 free parameters, whereas the combined model has 14 free
parameters.
op
y

3.4. Sequence-sensitive exemplar models

We added two mechanisms to develop sequence-sensitive versions of the exemplar models
described in the previous section. One mechanism involved the idea that there is increased memory
strength associated with more recently presented exemplars (e.g., Donkin & Nosofsky, 2012; Kahana &
Sekuler, 2002; McKinley & Nosofsky, 1995; Nosofsky et al., 2011). The ‘‘true” version of such a model
would keep track of and impose a forgetting function across the full sequence of the previously pre-
sented exemplars. However, for simplicity, in the present versions we augmented the memory
strength of only the most recently presented exemplar, i.e., the exemplar presented on the previous
trial. For each item, we first computed the biased summed similarity to the stimuli in Categories A
and B as in Eq. (3), with all memory strengths (Mj) set at one. The category of the immediately preced-
ing item then received a summed-similarity boost in proportion to the similarity between the current
item (presented on trial k) and the previous item (presented on trial k � 1). This boost was computed
as:
 r CBOOSTA ¼ ask;k�1 if item k� 1 2 category A

0 otherwise

BOOSTB ¼ ask;k�1 if item k� 1 2 category B
0 otherwise

ð4Þ
uth
owhere a is a recency weight on the similarity between the current and previous item.

The second mechanism was to add a ‘‘change-response” bias in which the observer is biased to use
the opposite category response from the previous trial if the current item is different from the previ-
ous item. This mechanism is like the partial ‘‘bypass” mechanism hypothesized in Stewart et al.’s
(2002) MAC strategy. (Although a fully specified version of such a model might make allowance for
the magnitude and direction of stimulus change to influence the degree of the change-response bias,
for simplicity we adopted an all-or-none mechanism in the present applications.) Thus, we defined a
change-response bias parameter ðb > 1Þ as follows:
AbA ¼ b; if item k� 1 2 B and item k– k� 1

1; otherwise
ð5Þ
and analogously for bB.
The Category-A drift rate for trial k in the sequence-sensitive exemplar model was then given by

generalizing Eq. (3) as follows:
mA ¼ bAðssA þ BOOSTAÞ
bAðssA þ BOOSTAÞ þ bBðssB þ BOOSTBÞ ð6Þ
where ssA ¼ bA
P

j2AMjsij.
The sequence-sensitive exemplar model adds two parameters, a and b, to the sequence-insensitive

model. As was the case for the sequence-insensitive model, we again tested four versions: baseline,
CCAW, FCSP, and combined.
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3.5. Sequence-insensitive GRT models

Recall that the RT-distance hypothesis used in the original GRT models of Garner-task performance
(e.g., Ashby & Maddox, 1994) fails to account for the nature of the RT distributions observed in the
tasks. As described in our Introduction, here we pursue the alternative idea of a repeated perceptual
sampling process that is assumed to govern the LBA drift rates.4

Specifically, for each different task, the observer is presumed to divide the perceptual space into
response regions with a decision boundary (see below). A stimulus gives rise to a distribution of per-
cepts in the perceptual space. Sampled percepts from Region A drive the Category-A evidence-
accumulation process, and likewise for Category B. For any given stimulus, the mean drift rate on
the Category-A accumulator (mA) is given by the proportion of the stimulus’s perceptual distribution
that lies in the Category-A region, and likewise for mB. In all other respects, such as setting of response
thresholds, the start-point of the evidence-accumulation processes, and so forth, the GRT-LBA process
is the same as described for the exemplar models.

In the present applications, each item is assumed to give rise to a bivariate normal distribution,
with means on each dimension given by the MDS solution obtained for the stimuli (see Appendix
A). For simplicity, the stimulus distributions are presumed to have common variance r2 on each
dimension and zero correlation between dimensions.

The decision boundaries are of the form:
 p

4 The
decision
percept
former
sample
that fal
For the
from th
with an
accoun
Introdu
accumu
m1xþm2y ¼ m0 ð7Þ
o
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Cwhere x and y denote values on Dimensions X and Y. (Without loss of generality, one of the coefficients
m1 or m2 is set to 1, depending on task condition.) The intercept term, m0, analogous to the response-
bias parameter (bA) in the exemplar model, is free to vary across all tasks. The mean drift rates for each
stimulus in each task are found by integrating over the portion of the stimulus distribution that lies in
each category region defined by the decision boundary.

For the baseline version of the GRT model, orthogonal boundaries are assumed for all tasks. So, for
example, in the cases in which Dimension y is the relevant dimension, the decision boundary is of the
form y =m0 (with the coefficientm1 set to 0). In addition, the perceptual variance parameter r2 is held
constant across all tasks. The baseline version of the GRT model has 11 free parameters: 5 values ofm0,
one for each task; the perceptual variance parameter r2; and the 5 LBA parameters common to all
models that we described earlier.

Analogous to our extensions of the EB-LBA model, we tested extended versions of the GRT model
that we judged to be psychologically plausible, salient possibilities. In a correlated-condition
diagonal-boundary (CCDB) model, we fit separate m1 parameters for each of the correlated conditions
(i.e., 1 and 2) to allow for the diagonal category boundaries that have been hypothesized to operate in
those conditions (Fig. 1, bottom panel). In a filtering-condition variance-parameter (FCVP) model, we
allowed the perceptual-variance parameter in the filtering condition to be greater than in the other
conditions to capture the uncertainty effects that have been hypothesized to operate in that condition
(Fig. 1, bottom panel). And in a combined model, we combined the diagonal-boundary assumptions
for the correlated tasks with the increased-variance assumption for the filtering task. The CCDB model
GRT model coupled with sequential sampling assumes that at each moment in time, sampled percepts are compared to the
boundary to provide evidence for or against each category. An alternative interpretation is that on each trial a single
is sampled and the distance of that single percept is used to derive a rate of evidence accumulation for each category. In the
model, the distance of an item from the boundary has an influence on the RT only by way of the probability that a percept is
d in each category region. For instance, an item that is further from the decision boundary is less likely to generate samples
l in the opposing category, consequently, the RT for that item will be shorter than for an item that is closer to the boundary.
latter model, the evidence accumulation rate and, consequently, the RT, are determined directly by computing the distance
e boundary (DFB) of a single sampled percept. That model retains the spirit of the RT-distance hypothesis but couples it
LBA process. Crucially, as explained in detail in Appendix D and in our Section 4, this DFB-LBA model fails dramatically to

t for our RT-distribution data, for the same reasons as explained by Nosofsky and Palmeri (1997b) and reviewed in our
ction. Thus, it is not simply the use of an evidence-accumulation process but rather the nature of the evidence that is
lated that allows the present versions of the GRT models to be more successful.
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has 14 free parameters; the FCVP model 13 free parameters; and the combined model 15 free
parameters.

3.6. Sequence sensitive GRT-LBA

As described earlier in our article, in this research we consider two GRT mechanisms for explaining
the sequence effects observed in all our Garner tasks. According to one mechanism, the perceptual
variability associated with the repeated stimulus is reduced. Here, we estimate a proportion parame-
ter j such that when the stimulus is repeated, its perceptual variance on the repeat trial is given by
rR

2 = j � r2, where r2 is the perceptual variance that operates on all non-repeat trials in the task.
According to the second mechanism, there are shifts in the decision boundary with respect to the pre-
viously presented stimulus. Here, we estimate a free parameter s that measures the magnitude of the
shift of the boundary away from the previous stimulus. For purposes of generality, we allow s to take
on both negative and positive values. Negative values of s (moving the boundary closer to the previous
stimulus) will tend to produce contrast effects in which the observer responds with the opposite cat-
egory from the one on the previous trial. Positive values of swill produce assimilation effects in which
the observer tends to respond with the same category.

The sequence-sensitive GRT models add two parameters, j and s, to each of the four sequence-
insensitive versions that we described earlier, and we again tested each of those four versions.

3.7. Fitting procedure

We fitted each of the models to the data of each of the individual subjects by conducting computer
searches for the values of the free parameters that maximized the likelihood of the individual-trials
choices and RTs. Specifically, in this method, one computes the likelihood of the choice and RT on each
individual trial for each task. The overall likelihood of the subject’s complete data set is then the joint
likelihood of all these individual-trial likelihoods. The individual-trial likelihoods from the LBA model
are given by equations presented in Brown and Heathcote (2008, p. 159).

We used the Hooke and Jeeves (1961) algorithm as our parameter-search algorithm. To avoid local
minima in the computer-search results, we fitted each model by using 100 different random starting
points spanning the range of parameter values. The model fits were then assessed by using the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978), BIC = �2 ⁄ lnL + p ln(n), where L is the maximum
likelihood, p is the number of free parameters in the model, and n is the total number of trials on
which the fit is based. The model that yields the smallest BIC is considered to provide the most
parsimonious account of the data.

3.8. Modelling results

The complete set of model fits is reported in Appendix C. For ease of presentation and to allow an
efficient comparison among all of the models and their different parameterizations, we computed the
BIC weights (wBIC; Wagenmakers & Farrell, 2004) across all models and parameterizations for each
observer. The value wBIC can be interpreted as the posterior probability of each model assuming a
uniform prior distribution over the models. We present all of the wBIC values together in Table 5.

Regarding the importance of the sequence effects, the results of the modelling analyses are
unequivocal: None of the sequence-insensitive models fit better, on a BIC or wBIC basis, than the
sequence-sensitive models (see Appendix C for details). Indeed, no posterior probability was assigned
to any of the sequence-insensitive models (see Table 5). These results indicate that the sequence
effects observed in our data are quite strong and are crucial to achieving an adequate understanding
of the performance patterns in our modified Garner tasks.

Overall, five subjects were fit best by a version of the sequence-sensitive exemplar model, and
three were fit best by a version of the sequence-sensitive GRT model. The three GRT subjects were
all from the brightness condition. To gain insight into these results, we plotted the average mean-
RT and error predictions separately for the best-fitting exemplar model (Fig. 6) and GRT model
(Fig. 7), separately for the brightness condition (top panels) and the saturation condition (bottom
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Table 5
BIC weights comparing all models and parameterizations for all subjects. Model with highest BIC weight in bold.

Brightness
condition

B1 B2 B3 B4

Null Corr Filt Full Null Corr Filt Full Null Corr Filt Full Null Corr Filt Full

Exemplar .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
GRT .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
SS exemplar .00 .00 .00 .00 .84 .13 .02 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
SS GRT .00 .00 .99 .01 .01 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 1.00

Saturation
condition

S1 S2 S3 S4

Null Corr Filt Full Null Corr Filt Full Null Corr Filt Full Null Corr Filt Full

Exemplar .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
GRT .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
SS exemplar .14 .01 .36 .01 .00 .00 .65 .35 .04 .57 .16 .22 .03 .00 .95 .02
SS GRT .00 .13 .05 .31 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Note: Exemplar is the exemplar retrieval model. GRT is the General Recognition Theory model. SS exemplar is the sequence-
sensitive exemplar model. SS GRT is a sequence sensitive GRT model.
Null = baseline parameterization for each model. Corr = the Correlated-Condition Attention Weight parameterization for the
exemplar models and the Correlated-Condition Diagonal Boundary for the GRT models. Filt = the Filtering-Condition Sensitivity
Parameter parameterization for the exemplar models and the Filtering-Condition Variance Parameter parameterization for the
GRT models. Full = the combined parameterization for each model.
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Copanels). (Note that the mean RT data are shown in the two leftmost columns and the error data in the
two rightmost columns.) The models’ predictions are indicated by the X’s, whereas the data are
depicted using the previous symbol types from Fig. 4. To help interpret the basis for the predictions,
the best-fitting parameter values from the versions of the models that yielded the highest wBIC values
are reported in Table 6.

As can be seen in the figures, both models capture the high levels of performance (and the general
absence of sequential effects) for the middle and far items. The exemplar model predicts such results
because the middle and far items rarely retrieve exemplars from the opposite category. The GRT
model predicts such results because there is little overlap of the middle-item and far-item distribu-
tions to the wrong side of the category boundary.

Moreover, both models capture the repetition effect for the near items. The exemplar model cap-
tures the effect by setting the a memory-strength parameter (see Eq. (4)) to a non-zero value. Thus,
the repeated item is more likely to retrieve its own memory representation, increasing the efficiency
of the evidence-accumulation process. The GRT model captures the effect mainly by assuming reduced
perceptual variance of the repeated item (i.e., value of j < 1). Thus, a smaller proportion of the percep-
tual distribution associated with the repeated item overlaps into the incorrect category-response
region.

For the saturation-condition subjects, the exemplar model does a reasonably good job of capturing
all the remaining sequence effects as well (Fig. 6, bottom two rows of panels). The opposite-category
adjacent-item pull effect is captured by virtue of the same memory-strength mechanism as described
above, except now in the opposite direction: the test item is more likely to retrieve the memory rep-
resentation of the exemplar from the opposite category, pulling the evidence-accumulation process in
the wrong direction. Regarding the same-category far-item push effect, the main explanation is the
MAC bypass mechanism, formalized by setting the ‘‘change-response” bias parameter b (see Eq. (5))
to a value greater than one. Thus, the observer is biased to change category responses when the stim-
ulus changes from the previous trial. Note that the model predicts correctly that this push effect tends
to be smaller when the preceding stimulus is the middle stimulus rather than the far one. The expla-
nation is that, in this case, the memory-strength and change-response mechanisms are in competition,
yielding a smaller total effect. Finally, the model predicts correctly that, in the filtering condition, the
repetition effect and opposite-category pull effect are attenuated when the previous stimulus differs
from the current one on the irrelevant dimension. The reason is that there is reduced similarity of the
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Fig. 6. Predictions (X’s) of a sequence sensitive EB-LBA model to each task of the brightness (top panels) and saturation (bottom
panels) sequential data. For the figure, we averaged the predictions from the best fitting parameterization of the model for each
observer.
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Auprevious stimulus to the current one, so the memory-strength mechanism has less of an influence on
the retrieval of the exemplar from the previous trial.

By comparison, for the saturation subjects, the GRT model fails to capture any of these remaining
sequential effects (Fig. 7, bottom two rows of panels). Instead, with the exception of the pure repeti-
tion trials, the model predicts previous-trial item effects that are flat within each category, and, for the
filtering condition, that do not differ with changes in the previous item’s value on the irrelevant
dimension. To understand why, suppose that the decision boundary is drawn in the direction closer
to the preceding stimulus. This mechanism will indeed lead to the far-item push effect, because a
greater proportion of the perceptual distribution associated with the same-category near item will
now overlap to the wrong side of the boundary. However, that mechanism does not explain why
the push effect is reduced when the middle stimulus is the preceding item. Although one might posit
that the degree of boundary shift varies with the distance of the preceding stimulus from the bound-
ary, there is an even more fundamental limitation of the model: If the boundary is drawn closer to the
preceding stimulus, then when the opposite-category adjacent item is the previous stimulus, there
should be facilitation (speeded responses and reduced error rates) for the near item of the current cat-
egory. Instead, there is pronounced interference. The model faces the opposite dilemma if one
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Fig. 7. Predictions (X’s) of a sequence sensitive GRT-LBA model to each task of the brightness (top panels) and saturation
(bottom panels) sequential data. For the figure, we averaged the predictions from the best fitting parameterization of the model
for each observer.
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Auassumes instead that the decision boundary moves in the direction away from the preceding stimulus.
Finally, the model fails to explain why, in the filtering condition, the opposite-category adjacent-item
pull effect is reduced when the value on the irrelevant dimension changes.

Interestingly, except for the repetition effect, the magnitudes of the various sequential effects are
generally reduced in the brightness condition compared to the saturation condition, and here it is the
GRT model that tends to provide the better quantitative fits. We do not have a good explanation for
the reduced magnitudes of the far-item push effect and the near-item pull effect in the brightness con-
dition and this question must remain as a topic of future research. It is possible that we are observing a
real difference in strategy between the two conditions, with more decision-boundary-like responding
in the brightness condition and more exemplar-based responding in the saturation condition, and that
the boundary-based strategy does not give rise to the more nuanced sequential effects. This difference
may have arisen from differences in the capacity for selective attention to brightness and saturation.
Using an unsupervised categorization task, Ell, Ashby, and Hutchinson (2012) demonstrated that peo-
ple were able to develop one-dimensional categorization rules when stimuli were clustered by their
brightness but not when stimuli were clustered by their saturation. Hence, the differences between
the model fits in our conditions could represent a tendency toward rule-based responding for bright-
ness but similarity-based responding when saturation is relevant.
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Table 6
Best fitting parameters from the model with the highest wBIC for each subject.

Subject Parameterization Sequence sensitive GRT-LBA parameters

m0 m1

C1 C2 L1 L2 F L1 L2 r rfilt

B1 FCVP �2.98 �3.13 �3.04 �2.89 �2.99 0.00 0.00 1.09 1.62
B3 Combined �2.83 �2.94 �3.04 �2.48 �2.90 �0.41 0.95 2.19 2.76
B4 Combined �3.09 �2.94 �3.46 �2.69 �2.98 �0.26 0.49 1.42 1.86

Sequence sensitive EB-LBA parameters
bA

C1 C2 L1 L2 F w wcorr c cfilt

B2 Baseline 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.47 0.48 0.10 0.10 0.26 0.26
S1 FCSP 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.38 0.48 0.21 0.21 0.43 0.31
S2 FCSP 0.42 0.42 0.55 0.26 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.45 0.27
S3 CCAW 0.56 0.48 0.43 0.34 0.42 0.53 0.21 0.37 0.37
S4 FCSP 0.46 0.57 0.69 0.27 0.49 0.33 0.33 0.60 0.35

Sequence sensitive GRT-LBA parameters

LBA parameters Sequential
parameters

A TA TB st t0 s j

B1 FCVP 0.20 0.54 0.54 0.23 0.10 0.03 0.44
B3 Combined 0.10 0.30 0.31 0.18 0.05 �0.11 0.58
B4 Combined 0.03 0.39 0.39 0.21 0.10 �0.02 0.47

Sequence sensitive EB-LBA parameters

LBA parameters Sequential
parameters

A TA TB st t0 a b

B2 Baseline 0.14 0.37 0.34 0.27 0.10 0.80 1.17
S1 FCSP 0.13 0.35 0.35 0.23 0.10 0.46 1.30
S2 FCSP 0.07 0.20 0.22 0.26 0.13 1.00 1.24
S3 CCAW 0.02 0.25 0.26 0.22 0.10 0.72 1.53
S4 FCSP 0.08 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.13 1.00 1.38

Note: C1 and C2 refer to the control 1 and control 2 conditions. L1 and L2 refer to the correlated 1 and correlated 2 conditions. F
refers to the Filtering condition. FCVP = filtering-condition variance-parameter, CCAW = correlated-condition attention-weight,
FCSP = filtering-condition sensitivity-parameter.
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Au4. General discussion

4.1. Summary and contribution

Demonstrations of facilitation and interference for integral-dimension stimuli in the Garner para-
digm represent one of the key benchmarks that any model of categorization RTs must explain. Several
of the leading formal models of categorization RT, including both exemplar-based (Nosofsky &
Palmeri, 1997a) and GRT-based (Ashby & Maddox, 1994) models, have proposed alternative accounts
of these effects. One of the key challenges to these approaches has been to explain not only the stan-
dard observed ordering of mean RTs in each condition (correlated < control < filtering) but also the
structure of the complete RT distributions.

The theoretical interpretation of the facilitation and interference effects in the classic Garner tasks
is made difficult, however, by the possibility that observers use very different strategies for the differ-
ent tasks. In particular, as reviewed in our Introduction, observers can rely on a pure bypass strategy
(Fletcher & Rabbitt, 1978; Krueger & Shapiro, 1981) to perform the control and correlated tasks, but
that strategy is not a viable option for the filtering task. The bypass strategy requires that an observer
monitor only the relation between the stimulus and category feedback across the previous trial and
the current trial, without the need to develop any long-term category representations. Because the
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strategies used across the control and filtering tasks in the standard Garner paradigm may be funda-
mentally different, the underlying basis for filtering interference is hard to pin down.

Thus, in the present investigation, our key idea for an experiment was to develop and test a mod-
ified version of the classic Garner paradigm that would preclude use of a pure bypass strategy, while
maintaining the spirit of the manipulations of category structure across tasks. Despite the elimination
of a pure bypass strategy, we nevertheless observed pronounced trial-to-trial sequential effects in all
three of our modified Garner tasks (for items close to the category boundary). Perhaps the most dra-
matic of these sequential effects was a repetition effect, with RTs being shorter and error rates being
lower when a stimulus was repeated across two consecutive trials. Indeed, under the present condi-
tions of testing, the repetition effect appeared to be the dominant factor that led to overall differences
in control versus filtering performance in our tasks: Because repetitions are more prevalent in the con-
trol task than in the filtering task, overall performance is better in the former task than in the latter
(see also Garner, 1974). We observed other systematic sequential effects as well, including: (i) inter-
ference effects when a neighboring item from the opposite category was presented on the previous
trial, and (ii) interference effects when a ‘‘far” item from the same category was presented on the pre-
vious trial.

The importance of the underlying sequence effects to achieving an understanding of the modified
Garner-tasks performance was brought out in compelling fashion by our formal modelling analyses. In
particular, adding sequence-sensitive mechanisms to both the exemplar-based and GRT-based models
of Garner-task performance always led to dramatically better fits to the trial-by-trial choice and RT-
distribution data. Admittedly, a limitation of the present research is that neither model class could
be declared the ‘‘winner”: The exemplar model tended to fit better in conditions in which saturation
was the relevant dimension, whereas the GRT model tended to fit better in conditions in which bright-
ness was the relevant dimension. The bigger story, however, is that both model classes require the
addition of sequence-sensitive mechanisms to provide a reasonable explanation of the performance
patterns. Furthermore, the spirit of these mechanisms is similar across the model classes, and, as
reviewed earlier, the added mechanisms build upon ideas advanced in related domains of perceptual
classification and recognition (e.g., Jones et al., 2006; Luce et al., 1982; Nosofsky et al., 2011; Purks
et al., 1980; Stewart et al., 2002). For the exemplar model, the key proposed mechanisms are that:
(i) recently presented test items have greater ‘‘memory strengths”, so have greater retrieval probabil-
ities in the exemplar-based evidence-accumulation process, and (ii) there are biases to respond with
the opposite category from the previous trial in cases in which the stimulus changes. For the GRT
model, the key proposed mechanisms are that: (i) there is reduced perceptual variance for stimuli that
repeat across trials, leading to a more efficient perceptual-sampling process, and (ii) decision bound-
aries tend to shift toward the previous stimulus, leading to biases to respond with the opposite cate-
gory when the stimulus changes. These short-term mechanisms operate on top of the long-term
memory and decision mechanisms that are hypothesized in each model class.

4.2. Relation to previous research on category sequential effects

One component of the sequence-sensitive exemplar model involves the idea that recently pre-
sented exemplars receive greater ‘‘weight” in the similarity computation than do ones presented in
the more distant past. This mechanism has long been part of categorization models when applied
to sequential forms of classification data (e.g., Elliott & Anderson, 1995; McKinley & Nosofsky,
1995). Although its potential relevance to the Garner paradigm was considered by Nosofsky and
Palmeri (1997b), to our knowledge the present application is the first time that the role of the mech-
anism has been rigorously tested to account for trial-by-trial RT-sequence effects in the context of that
paradigm.

The change-bias mechanism of the sequence-sensitive exemplar model is new and is motivated by
the general ideas advanced by Stewart et al. (2002) and Jones et al. (2006) in their models of sequence
effects in unidimensional categorization. It is important to acknowledge that the particular change-
bias mechanism that we implemented is of a simpler form than those conceptualized by these previ-
ous investigators. For example, Stewart et al.’s conception is that observers take into account both the
direction and magnitude of change from the previous trial in arriving at the present categorization
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response. The central qualitative effect that supported their conception is that classification accuracy
of a near stimulus close to the category boundary was higher when that stimulus was preceded by a
far stimulus from the opposite category rather than by a far stimulus from the same category. That
central effect is predicted by the present version of the exemplar model as well. An additional analysis
conducted by Stewart et al. ruled out the idea, however, that their data could be accounted for solely in
terms of simple response-alternation biases. In particular, analysis of certain filler trials that did not
involve contrasts of far stimuli did not reveal overall response biases for switching category responses
across trials. However, the change-response mechanism is not the only mechanism that influences
category responses in our present model. Instead, it operates along with the recency-based
exemplar-weighting mechanism, which competes with the change-response mechanism, especially
when the previous stimulus is similar to the present one. Furthermore, both of these short-termmech-
anisms operate along with the long-term exemplar-based similarity comparisons that are at the mod-
el’s core. It is an open question how the present version of the model would fare in accounting for the
quantitative details of Stewart et al.’s sequential categorization data.

Jones et al. (2006) advanced more nuanced ideas that involved distinctions between ‘‘decisional”
recency effects versus ‘‘perceptual” recency effects. The key idea was to separate these effects by intro-
ducing probabilistic feedback assignments, in which a given stimulus would be probabilistically
assigned to Category A or B across trials. These researchers developed a descriptive model for analyz-
ing their data that characterized the impact of these decisional and perceptual recency effects. It is an
open question whether versions of our present model could capture the intricate effects reported by
Jones et al. One issue that arises in modelling performance in the Jones et al. paradigm is whether one
can assume that the ‘‘objective” feedback provided by the experimenter on each trial is always the
same as the ‘‘subjective” feedback used by the observer. For example, if the experimenter provides
feedback on a given trial that the least intense stimulus in an array belongs to the category of intense
stimuli, a highly experienced observer may simply ignore such misinformative feedback. In support of
this idea, Craig, Lewandowsky, and Little (2011) found in a related categorization paradigm that the
strength of the sequential effects of probabilistic feedback decreased with experience. A target of
future work would be to test elaborated versions of our present model on their ability to account
quantitatively for the perceptual and decisional recency effects identified by Jones et al. in their
paradigm.

Although we have emphasized the novel sequence-sensitive mechanisms of the exemplar model in
this article, it is important to note that the long-term exemplar-memory component plays a crucial
role in providing a full account of performance. Indeed, the long-term component explains fundamen-
tal results from sequential analyses of Garner-task performance reported in other recent studies (e.g.,
Burns, 2016; Dyson & Quinlan, 2010). For example, Burns (2016) developed an extension of the Garner
paradigm in which a third stimulus dimension was introduced. This manipulation allowed for the cre-
ation of a new correlated-filtering task in which the stimuli within each category varied simultaneously
along two irrelevant dimensions (for an illustration, see Burns, 2016, Fig. 1). Importantly, the
correlated-filtering condition and the standard filtering condition were equated in terms of stimulus
uncertainty, in the sense that both conditions involved the same number of stimuli. However, the
correlated-filtering task introduces greater variation on irrelevant dimensions than does the standard
filtering task, because the irrelevant variation occurs simultaneously along two dimensions instead of
only one. Burns (2016) showed that even when performance was conditioned on trials in which the
irrelevant-dimension values did not change, the correlated-filtering task had a longer RT than did
the standard-filtering task. Thus, the additional irrelevant-dimension variation caused increased inter-
ference effects above and beyond the interference caused by stimulus uncertainty.

The exemplar-retrieval model correctly predicts Burns’s (2016) fundamental qualitative result;
however, it does not do so because of the novel sequence-sensitive mechanisms introduced here
but rather due to the core long-term memory component of the model. In particular, as discussed
by Burns (2016), the ratio of within-to-between category exemplar similarity is lower in the
correlated-filtering task compared to the standard-filtering task. Thus, there is an increased likelihood
of retrieving exemplars from the incorrect category during the evidence-accumulation process,
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resulting in longer RTs. Indeed, in their previous tests of the exemplar model as applied to the Garner
tasks, Nosofsky and Palmeri (1997a) had introduced a ‘‘stretch” filtering condition that also decreased
the ratio of within-to-between category similarity compared to the standard filtering condition, and
observed similar qualitative effects as reported by Burns (2016). Hence, although our present data
are dominated by the previous-trial sequence effects, other recent evidence provides a strong indica-
tion that longer-term memory components also play an important role (Burns, 2016).
 C
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4.3. Relation to previous research on sequential effects in simple RT

Whereas recent approaches to modelling sequential RT effects have focused on simple reaction
time, our focus is on the sequential RT effects during more complex categorization decision making.
These studies of simple RT focus on explaining the well-known finding that RT is speeded for not only
repetitions but also for different patterns of alternations (see e.g., Estes, 1957; Luce, 1986, provides a
comprehensive overview). For example, Jones, Curran, Mozer, and Wilder (2013) examined a model of
simple RT. In a simple RT task, the stimuli take on binary values and act as simple cues to respond (e.g.,
with either the left or the right hand; see also Gökaydin, Navarro, Ma-Wyatt, & Perfors, 2016). Jones
et al.’s (2013) model was based on the simultaneous learning of response base rates and stimulus
alteration and repetition rates. By focusing on learning the first-order base rate information and
second-order repetition information, their learning model was able to provide a highly accurate
account of mean RT effects in simple RT going back as far as five trials. In the present research, we
focused on the influence of only the immediately preceding item. A natural extension is to consider
effects that extend back further than one previous item (cf. Stewart & Brown, 2004). Our hypothesis
is that because memory strength and sensitivity to item similarity decrease with an item’s lag
(Donkin & Nosofsky, 2012), there would be a reduced contribution of items further back than the
immediately preceding one. Hence, patterns of alternations are likely more salient and useful in cases
involving simple RT than in cases involving multidimensional classification decision making. Future
work is needed to test this hypothesis.
Auth
or4.4. Relation to previous research on sequential effects in identification

Our focus on predicting sequential effects on RT provides an extension of a line of work on assim-
ilation effects that originates in the study of unidimensional absolute identification. By ‘‘identifica-
tion”, we mean a paradigm in which each individual stimulus is assigned a unique response. A
well-known effect in unidimensional identification experiments is that participants are biased to
respond with an identification response which is assimilated toward the previous correct response
(and contrasted with responses to stimuli on trials further back; Garner, 1953; Lacouture, 1997;
Lockhead, 1984; Luce et al., 1982; Purks et al., 1980; Staddon, King, & Lockhead, 1980; Ward &
Lockhead, 1970, 1971). A number of different proposals have been forwarded to explain these effects
(see Stewart, Brown, & Chater, 2005, for a review). A theme of that research has been the debate as to
whether any absolute stimulus information (Brown, Marley, & Lacouture, 2007; Petrov & Anderson,
2005) – as opposed to only relative stimulus information, such as the direction and magnitude of
changes in the stimulus values from previous trials (Stewart et al., 2005) – is available to the decision
maker. Brown and colleagues (Brown et al., 2007; Brown, Marley, Dodds, & Heathcote, 2009) argue
that some absolute knowledge must be available because a purely relative account predicts lower than
observed accuracy on items at the extreme ends of the scale.

The sequential effects that appear in unidimensional identification tasks seem to be different from
those in unidimensional categorization and may have different underlying mechanisms (Stewart et al.,
2002). Nevertheless, our modelling also includes long-term absolute item memory that is combined
with relative-magnitude information provided by recently presented items, thereby sharing a concep-
tual similarity with some models of absolute identification that combine absolute and relative knowl-
edge (e.g., Petrov & Anderson, 2005). A challenge for future work is to develop a unified account of the
sequence effects that occur across unidimensional identification and categorization and understand
their relation to the patterns of performance observed in the Garner tasks.
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4.5. Implications for the RT-distance hypothesis

An auxiliary result of the present modelling involved comparing the RT-distance hypothesis (Ashby
& Maddox, 1994; Maddox, 1992) to an alternative perceptual-sampling GRT approach to predicting RT
(e.g., Fifić et al., 2010). Recall that Nosofsky and Palmeri (1997b) demonstrated that the RT-distance
hypothesis failed to account for the qualitative difference in the RT distributions between the control
and filtering tasks. If filtering interference was caused by an increase in perceptual variability, then the
RT-distance hypothesis predicts that the fastest RT quantiles in the filtering condition should be faster
than the fastest RT quantiles in the control condition. However, the observed data revealed that the RT
distributions in the filtering tasks were slower at all quantiles compared to the control condition.

In the present research, we coupled the RT-distance notion with an evidence-accumulation model
(see Appendix D); however, this novel implementation of the RT-distance hypothesis still yielded poor
quantitative fits to our data (see Appendix C). It is not simply use of an evidence-accumulation process
in combination with GRT that allows that framework to achieve reasonable accounts of our data.
Rather, it is the nature of the evidence that is accumulated that is also crucial. Here, we find that rather
than the evidence-accumulation process being driven by the distance-from-boundary of a single sam-
pled percept on each trial, a repeated independent sampling of multiple percepts may be involved
(e.g., Fifić et al., 2010). We provide a deeper analysis of the limits of the RT-distance version of the
GRT evidence-accumulation model in our Appendix D.

4.6. Theoretical implications for understanding stimulus integrality and separability

The presence versus absence of facilitation and interference effects in Garner’s speeded-
classification tasks provides one of the hallmark converging operations that suggest a difference in
the processing of integral and separable dimensions. Here we examined only integral dimensions
(brightness and saturation) and showed that performance in classification tasks that involve stimuli
composed of these dimensions is marked by complex sequential dependencies. Furthermore, these
effects appear to be the dominant (but not sole) driver of the overall performance differences observed
across the control, correlated, and filtering tasks. Performance in the correlated task is faster than in
the control task mainly because the ‘‘adjacent-item pulling effect” is attenuated: The adjacent bound-
ary items are farther apart in the correlated task than in the control task. Performance in the filtering
task is slower than in the control task mainly because there are far fewer whole-item repetitions. In
the filtering task, half of the ‘‘repetition” trials involve changes to the irrelevant stimulus dimension.
When the dimensions are integral, a change in the irrelevant-dimension value reduces the strength of
the repetition effect because the irrelevant dimension is not filtered out via attention as is the case
with separable dimensions. Hence, the change to the irrelevant dimension decreases the drift rate
associated with making the same category response as on the previous trial, resulting in a longer RT.

Given the present results, it is also possible to make predictions for what should occur when testing
these conditions using separable-dimension stimuli. Our prediction is that one would still observe
strong sequential effects, but the performance patterns in the correlated and filtering conditions
would strongly resemble those in the control condition. Because selective attention would ‘‘filter out”
variation along the irrelevant dimension, the category structure of the retrieved exemplars would be
psychologically identical across the conditions. Nonetheless, the repetition, pushing, and pulling
effects should persist when defined with respect to the sequence of relevant dimension values from
trial to trial. We leave tests of that prediction as a goal for future work.

An important class of stimuli that bears consideration are cross-modal stimuli that yield Garner-
interference and Garner-facilitation. For example, Melara and O’Brien (1987) found that with cross-
modal stimuli composed of a high or low tone paired with a dot located in a high or low position,
the hallmarks of Garner integrality also obtain. The combinations of such attributes do not seem to
constitute ‘‘objects”. Thus, if one identifies an ‘‘exemplar” as corresponding to an ‘‘object”, the results
from such studies may be outside the explanatory scope of the exemplar model. However, in our view,
the issue of what may constitute a memory unit such as an ‘‘exemplar” is not so clear-cut. Indeed,
highly influential models of long-term memory, such as the Retrieving Effectively from Memory
(REM) model of Shiffrin and Steyvers (1997), define memory units in more flexible ways, with vectors
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of features that encode combinations of paired items along with their binding context. Thus, in our
view, it is an open question whether the exemplar-based approach may be applicable to cross-
modal types of integral-dimension stimuli.

It may well be that the detailed processing mechanisms that underlie the speeded classification of
‘‘object-like” integral dimensions such as colors varying in brightness and saturation, versus cross-
modal integral dimensions such as pitch and spatial location, are fundamentally different. For exam-
ple, a more appropriate approach to characterizing the processing of cross-modal integral dimensions
might involve separate-channels models that allow for complex forms of parallel interaction (e.g.,
parallel-channel facilitation and interference, Eidels, Houpt, Altieri, Pei, & Townsend, 2011;
Townsend, Houpt, & Silbert, 2012). Contrasting exemplar versus parallel-channel-interaction models
across the different types of integral-dimension stimulus domains is an exciting target for future
research. We suspect that the detailed patterns of sequential effects observed across such domains
will provide highly diagnostic forms of evidence for developing such contrasts. Such a development
would also be important to the general goal of linking performance on the Garner tasks with perfor-
mance in related tasks (e.g., the Stroop task, Melara & Algom, 2003).

4.7. Conclusion

The implication of the current results for the speeded classification of integral-dimension stimuli
points strongly to the idea that perceived similarity between integral-dimension stimuli proceeds
on the basis of considering the entire stimulus rather than any one dimension of the stimulus. (How-
ever, according to the exemplar-based approach, despite the role of the entire stimulus, the primary
psychological dimension that is relevant for the task is still presumed to receive greater ‘‘attention
weight”.) The status of the Garner tasks as providing a key hallmark converging operation thus
remains unchanged. The fact that the sequential effects are influenced by similarity on both dimen-
sions continues to set integral dimensions apart from separable dimensions. However, we have
achieved a deeper understanding of the processing mechanisms that lead to the Garner-facilitation
and Garner-interference effects associated with integral-dimension stimuli and find that they are inti-
mately connected with the sequence effects observed in related domains of perceptual classification.
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AuAppendix A

A.1. Similarity rating task

Each participant was presented with a pair of stimuli and asked to judge their similarity using an
eight-point scale (1 = least similar; 8 = most similar). Participants were instructed to use the entire
range of the scale. Participants observed all possible pairings of the twelve stimuli over twelve repe-
titions. The spatial position, from left to right, of each stimulus within each pairing was randomized
between trials.

On each trial, a fixation cross (1.57 degrees of visual angle) first appeared in the center of the screen
for 500 ms. Two color squares then appeared side-by-side, along with information about the similarity
scale. The stimuli were removed only after participants made their response, and the subsequent trial
was initiated 500 ms after this response. Participants were offered a break at the end of every 60 trials.

We averaged the similarity ratings for each pair of stimuli across observers within each condition
and estimated the two-dimensional scaling solution. To do this, we fit the ratings by assuming a neg-
ative linear relationship between the predicted similarity and the distance between the stimuli. We
minimized the sum-of-squared deviations between the predicted and participant ratings from 100
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Fig. A1. Constrained (top) and unconstrained (bottom) MDS solutions.
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Astarting points. We estimated two solutions: (1) an unconstrained solution, which had 24 free param-
eters fit to the 66 ratings (22 coordinates and the slope and intercept of the negative linear function.
(2) A constrained solution fixed so that each of the 12 coordinates fell along a 2 � 6 grid. This model
utilized eight free parameters (6 coordinate parameters and the two linear function parameters). In
both models, one coordinate was fixed at 0 on x and y, without loss of generality. In the constrained
model, only the distance between values on each of the two dimensions were free to vary. The esti-
mated two-dimensional-scaling unconstrained solution accounted for 99% of the variance in the
brightness condition and 97% of the variance in the saturation condition. The constrained solution
accounted for 98% and 96% of the variance in the brightness and saturation conditions, respectively.
On the basis of the good fit, we opted to use the constrained MDS solution. The solutions for both con-
ditions are presented in Fig. A1.
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Table B1
Statistical test for sequential effects comparing to the near item preceded by the item of interest to the near item preceded by all
other items except for repetitions, the far same-category item, and the adjacent opposite category item. All tests are conducted
only on the near items. A one-sample t-test is reported for the RT data, and z-test is reported for the error rate data.

Mean RT Error rate

t df p d z n p r

Brightness
Control Rep �14.21 249 <.001 .90 2.74 258 <.001 .08

Far Same 1.09 241 0.28 .07 0.59 260 0.28 .02
Adj Opp �0.67 201 0.5 .05 �4.84 249 <.001 .15

Correlated Rep �6.81 230 <.001 .45 2.39 233 0.01 .07
Far Same 3.64 248 <.001 .23 �1.11 264 0.13 .03
Adj Opp 3.13 251 <.001 .20 �0.83 266 0.2 .03

Filtering Rep �8.66 114 <.001 .81 3.52 115 <.001 .16
Far Same 3.41 128 <.001 .30 0.05 143 0.58 .002
Adj Opp 2.62 84 0.01 .28 �3.9 112 <.001 .18

Saturation
Control Rep �6.94 223 <.001 .46 0.83 232 0.2 .03

Far Same 4.87 214 <.001 .33 �7.21 265 <.001 .22
Adj Opp 4.61 226 <.001 .31 �6.26 272 <.001 .19

Correlated Rep �5.75 229 <.001 .38 1.79 233 0.04 .06
Far Same 3.96 230 <.001 .26 �3.69 255 <.001 .11
Adj Opp 1.91 267 0.06 .12 �0.01 278 0.5 .0002

Filtering Rep �3.42 111 <.001 .32 1.32 116 0.09 .06
Far Same 3.34 116 <.001 .31 �4.09 144 <.001 .18
Adj Opp 6.05 101 <.001 .60 �6.45 141 <.001 .28

Note: Rep refers to repetition. Far Same refers to the far item from the same category. Adj Opp refers to the near item from the
opposite category. The repetition difference (Rep Diff), far same difference (Far Same Diff), and adjacent opposite difference (Adj
Opp Diff) comparisons are computed between those items when the irrelevant dimension was the same as the boundary item
and those items when the irrelevant dimension had the opposite value compared to the near boundary item. d = Cohen’s d,
r = Effect size for two-proportion z-test.

Table C1
Negative log-likelihood (�lnL) and BIC results for the exemplar retrieval model.

Subject Exemplar retrieval model with Gaussian similarity

Baseline CCAW FCSP Combined

�lnL BIC �lnL BIC �lnL BIC �lnL BIC

B1 �1157 �2217 �1162 �2217 �1174 �2242 �1176 �2237
B2 �1699 �3300 �1700 �3294 �1699 �3292 �1700 �3286
B3 �3108 �6118 �3113 �6120 �3122 �6138 �3124 �6134
B4 �2233 �4369 �2244 �4382 �2249 �4392 �2255 �4396
S1 �2668 �5237 �2668 �5230 �2674 �5242 �2674 �5234
S2 �3905 �7712 �3905 �7704 �3927 �7747 �3928 �7742
S3 �3594 �7090 �3606 �7106 �3601 �7097 �3610 �7105
S4 �3086 �6074 �3088 �6070 �3095 �6084 �3096 �6077

Note: The best fitting parameterization for each model is bolded. CCAW refers to the correlated-condition attention-weight
parameterization. FCSP refers to the filtering-condition sensitivity-parameter parameterization.
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See Table B1.
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Table C2
Negative log-likelihood (�lnL) and BIC results for the GRT-based models fit to the data.

Subject Sequential-sampling GRT

Baseline CCDB FCVP Combined

�lnL BIC �lnL BIC �lnL BIC �lnL BIC

B1 �1148 �2206 �1159 �2211 �1174 �2250 �1177 �2240
B2 �1708 �3325 �1709 �3313 �1708 �3318 �1710 �3306
B3 �3085 �6079 �3100 �6094 �3117 �6135 �3126 �6137
B4 �2200 �4311 �2225 �4343 �2237 �4377 �2252 �4390
S1 �2645 �5199 �2670 �5234 �2663 �5228 �2676 �5238
S2 �3853 �7617 �3900 �7694 �3906 �7714 �3930 �7745
S3 �3539 �6988 �3587 �7069 �3567 �7037 �3601 �7087
S4 �3047 �6005 �3084 �6062 �3077 �6056 �3096 �6078

RT-distance-LBA

Baseline CCDB FCVP Combined

�lnL BIC �lnL BIC �lnL BIC �lnL BIC

B1 �1144 �2191 �1148 �2181 �1144 �2183 �1148 �2173
B2 �1686 �3275 �1688 �3261 �1686 �3267 �1688 �3253
B3 �3097 �6096 �3105 �6095 �3098 �6090 �3106 �6090
B4 �2192 �4285 �2202 �4290 �2192 �4277 �2202 �4282
S1 �2638 �5178 �2644 �5174 �2638 �5170 �2644 �5166
S2 �3858 �7618 �3871 �7628 �3858 �7609 �3871 �7620
S3 �3550 �7003 �3566 �7017 �3552 �6999 �3568 �7013
S4 �3048 �5998 �3056 �5998 �3050 �5994 �3059 �5995

Note: The best fitting parameterization for each model is bolded. CCDB refers to the correlated-condition diagonal-boundary
parameterization. FCVP refers to the filtering-condition variance-parameter parameterization. See text for details.

Table C3
Negative log-likelihood (�lnL) and BIC results for the sequence sensitive EB-LBA and sequence sensitive GRT-LBA.

Subject Sequence sensitive exemplar retrieval

Baseline CCAW FCSP Combined

�lnL BIC �lnL BIC �lnL BIC �lnL BIC

B1 �1172 �2231 �1177 �2231 �1188 �2254 �1189 �2248
B2 �1751 �3388 �1753 �3384 �1752 �3381 �1753 �3376
B3 �3155 �6195 �3157 �6191 �3166 �6208 �3166 �6201
B4 �2259 �4404 �2267 �4411 �2273 �4424 �2277 �4424
S1 �2691 �5267 �2691 �5259 �2696 �5269 �2696 �5261
S2 �3984 �7854 �3985 �7848 �3999 �7876 �4003 �7874
S3 �3658 �7202 �3665 �7208 �3664 �7205 �3668 �7206
S4 �3128 �6142 �3128 �6134 �3136 �6149 �3136 �6141

Sequence sensitive GRT

Baseline CCDB FCVP Combined

�lnL BIC �lnL BIC �lnL BIC �lnL BIC

B1 �1187 �2268 �1196 �2270 �1208 �2302 �1212 �2293
B2 �1743 �3379 �1744 �3366 �1743 �3371 �1744 �3358
B3 �3163 �6221 �3182 �6241 �3187 �6259 �3201 �6272
B4 �2272 �4438 �2293 �4464 �2299 �4484 �2313 �4496
S1 �2675 �5244 �2695 �5267 �2690 �5265 �2700 �5268
S2 �3901 �7697 �3951 �7780 �3944 �7774 �3975 �7820
S3 �3559 �7012 �3605 �7088 �3584 �7054 �3617 �7102
S4 �3074 �6041 �3111 �6099 �3101 �6088 �3121 �6111

Note: The best fitting parameterization for each model is bolded. The best fitting overall sequence-sensitive model is shown in
italics. CCAW refers to the correlated-condition attention-weight parameterization. FCSP refers to the filtering-condition sen-
sitivity-parameter parameterization. CCDB refers to the correlated-condition diagonal-boundary parameterization. FCVP refers
to the filtering-condition variance-parameter parameterization.
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Fig. D1. Comparison of two different GRT-based sequential sampling models. The left-hand panel shows the standard GRT
model; the right-hand panel shows the RT-distance model (DFB = Distance from boundary). Each model was simulated with the
exact same parameters. Perceptual variability was varied (s = .05, .1, .5, 1, 1.5, 2, 5, and 10). Darker lines indicate smaller
perceptual variability. The defective cdfs are plotted. Solid lines are the defective correct cumulative distribution functions.
Dotted lines are error cumulative distribution functions.
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To create an RT-Distance LBA, we assumed that on each trial, a single sampled percept was taken
from the stimulus distribution. The distance of the sampled percept to the decision boundary was then
transformed to a drift rate using an inverse logit transform. The RT predictions are found by integrat-
ing over the perceptual distribution by weighting the predicted RT distributions by the probability of
each sample. The integration was computed numerically using a 20 � 20 point grid centered at the
mean location of each item and ranging from �6 to +6 times the estimated perceptual standard devi-
ation, s, for each condition. We fit a number of different versions constraining different parameters
across the control, correlated, and filtering conditions analogous to our sequential-sampling GRT
model.

This model fit worse than any of the other models (see Table C2) demonstrating that the RT-
distance hypothesis does not provide an adequate explanation even when formulated to drive an evi-
dence accumulation model. Some further light can be shed on the shortcoming of this model by com-
paring the predicted cumulative distribution functions between the sequential-sampling GRT and the
RT-Distance-LBA as a function of perceptual variability. Fig. D1 shows the predicted cdfs for the two
models. The figure shows a series of defective cdfs which asymptote at the predicted probability cor-
rect. (Dividing the defective cdf by this probability would give the proper cdf.) The solid lines asymp-
tote above .5 and represent the defective correct RT distributions, and the dashed lines asymptote
below .5 and represent the corresponding defective error RT distributions. For each line shading, a dif-
ferent value of perceptual variability was used from .05 to 10 (see Fig. D1 for details). All of the other
parameters, however, were identical. So, for example, the black solid and black dashed lines represent
the correct and error cdfs, respectively, at the smallest perceptual variability setting for each model.

For both models as the perceptual variability increases, and, consequently the drift rate for the cor-
rect accumulator decreases, the error rate also increases as expected (e.g., the dashed lines asymptote
at higher values and the solid lines asymptote at lower values). The key difference is in the shape of
the cdf which, in the sequential-sampling GRT, becomes slower for correct response and faster for
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error responses as the drift rate decreases. By contrast, for the RT-Distance-LBA, the cdfs increase
together but asymptote at different levels for the correct and error RTs. The error rates also have
increased probability over faster times than in the sequential-sampling GRT. For the sequential-
sampling GRT, increasing the perceptual variability decreases the drift rate which has a well-
studied effect of slowing down the entire RT distribution due to the geometry of the accumulator
(see e.g., Brown & Heathcote, 2008; Ratcliff & Tuerlinckx, 2002). By contrast, for the RT-Distance-
LBA, the main outcome is that as perceptual variability increases, more samples are taken from the
incorrect category, leading to an overall decrease in the asymptote of the cdf (i.e., a decrease in accu-
racy) but, for the correct distributions, only small changes in the mean of those distributions. The dis-
tributions estimated with higher perceptual variance have more probability over faster RTs at lower
probabilities (i.e., the 5th percentile RT when s = .05 is 450 ms, but the 5th percentile RT when
s = 10 is 425 ms). This is consistent with Nosofsky and Palmeri’s (1997b) initial criticism of the dis-
tance from boundary hypothesis. Consequently, instantiating the RT-distance hypothesis using an
LBA framework did not alleviate the central misprediction, which seems to be a general consequence
of the theory.
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